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Letters

Dangers of agitation
The articles by Richard Barnet, Murray Rothbard, and Bruce Bartlett are
all well reasoned and impressived. I welcomed this support at a time when my
vit;ws have been under heavy. attack
from a number of quarters. Libertarian
Revz'ew is right to react with such vigor
to a recent outburst of hard-line agitation which seems to me to be little short
of hysterical and which, unless it is effectively refuted, can easily lead to the
most serious of dangers ~. . . .
Mr. Rothbard might care to note the
similarity between the views he put forward in his article and those expressed
in the interview with myself published in
the New York Tz'mes Magazz'ne, which
the editor of that journal took such
pains to bury behind a piece by Paul
Nitze.

George Kennan
The Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, NewJersey

KenfUJ,n and isolation

Revz'ew has been, is,

and will be
publishing, some others be given some
attention by your readers. (I suspect this
advice is going to strike some as impertinent, but here it goes just in case.)
Among the pieces elsewhere that I
would urge someone concerned about
the issue to read is George F. Kennan's
"A Current Assessment of SovietAmerican Relations" in Encounter,
March 1978, and the two replies by
Richard Pipes and, especially, Leopold
Labedz in the April 1978 Encounter. I
should confess that I am not aware of
the economic motivations of these
authors, so perhaps they belong to
David Rockefeller, but I think their
case should be looked into anyway. In a
recent issue of LR Mr. Kennan was
praised for his sound opinions, and his
opinions are well summarized in the Encounter piece. At the same time the two
replies are at least compelling critical
comments on Mr. Kennan's summary, if
only for their ability to demonstrate inconsistencies in Mr. Kennan's piece.

Tibor R. Machan

I t has been somewhat of a concern of

Senior Editor

numerous libertarian authors as to
where the libertarian political theory
points in the matter of current U. S.
foreign, especially defense, policy.
There is an apparent explicit isolationist
outlook that seems to reign in the pages
of Libertarian Revz'ew. 1 cannot say with
great confidence that 1 either understand just what the pertinent essays are
suggesting, or approve of what 1 suspect
they are suggesting, even if only by implication. But 1 should explain that 1 do
consider the competent defense of the
United States as a sound alternative to
any other proposal, although I am
unable to determine what all, in particular, this implies.
1 do not wish to argue the thesis
because I am unprepared and because a
good argument would at any rate fail to
fit in a reasonable size letter.
What I do wish to urge is that outside
of the pertinent essays Libertarian

The editor responds:
The first part of Tibor Machan's letter z's z'n sad shape z'ndeed. Any direct attempt at a response would no doubt end
up z'n equally sad shape. Let me say
quite simply that LR's point of vz'ew on
foreign polz'cy questions is noninterventionism, the doctrine that the United
States ought not to intervene milz'tarily,
or even with milz'tary aid, in the affairs
of other countrz'es, and that it has no
business taking any milz'tary actions
unless it z's dz'rectly attacked. In this
respect LR has no claim to being eclectz'c, although within a broadly nonz'nterventz'onist framework we have and
wz'll present many varz'ants. No one who
wrz'tes for Libertarian Review on foreign
polz'cy questions zs against the United
States provz'dz'ng a "competent" defense
ofA merica against military attack or invasion. That zs not at zssue.

Reason

Let me then answer the broader question of why LR stresses foreign policy
issues. Since the collapse of the
A merican war effort in Indochina, the
future of Amerz'ca's foreign policy has
been thrown open for debate, and a
great many points of view have been expressed. But within thzs debate, a
powerful and threatening lobby has surfaced to defend vigorously an interventionzst, militarist and aggressive
A merican foreign policy, spearheaded
and led by the "neoconservatives." To
support thez'r point of vz'ew, commz'ttees
have been set up (The Committee on
the Present Danger), magazz'nes have
rallied 'round the flag (particularly
Commentary), opponents of an aggressively interventionzst foreign policy
(e.g., George Kennan) have been vicz'ously attacked, and massive efforts
have been made by political and intellectual leaders alike to drag the
A merican people behind a new Wilsonianzsm in foreign affairs. Fears about
Sovz'et intentions have been grossly exaggerated and systematically played
upon-to the detriment of peaceful
U. S. -Soviet relations; we have heard the
sz'ren call to rush to the az'd of (which.~)
Africans; we have found nonintervetionzst sentiments berated as being z'nstances of a 'Jailure of nerve," a
"weakness of the will," a "lack of
courage" and so forth; we have even
heard calls on the Right for the revival
of the draft. In the vz'ew of LR, these
milz'tarzstic rantings are wrongheaded,
mzstaken, and potentially dzsastrous.
While the anticapitalzstic left has been
prominent in combatting these forces,
few sober voices have been razsed from
withz'n the camp of the defenders of
lazssez-Jaz're capitalzsm, even though a
noninterventionzst outlook was for
many, many years considered to be part
and parcel of a truly "lz'beral" (libertarz'an) perspectz've. The classical liberals were the antiwar, anti-imperialzst
forces of their day, but their descendants have fallen down on the job of
defending these same traditions-even
though those particular traditions are
more important and relevant today
than ever before.
Thus, to make up for the lack of interest in foreign policy zssues manifested
by other libertarian publications, Liber(continued on page 44)
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statesman of the tax revolt,
after the Proposition 13 tax
limitation plan (the JarvisGann initiative) won resoundingly in California. LR
Editor Roy Childs reports on
the nationwide reverberations of that blast against
mammoth government.
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VICTORY IN CALIFORNIA
by Roy A. Childs, Jr.
"We, the taxpayers, have
spoken-to ignore us is political suicide," thundered
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THE COLLAPSE OF THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
by Jeff Riggenbach
The American public school
system is notorious for
spending more and more
money to produce more and
more functional illiterates.
Senior Editor Jeff Riggenbach
examines the evidence-both
documentary and personalfor the failure of the schools,
and shows how it relates to
American education's long
love affair with coercion.
"The schools cannot be
educational institutions," he
writes, "because they are
jails."
RAIDING THE
NEWSROOM
by Marshall E. Schwartz
On May 31, the Supreme
Court ruled, in the case of
Zurcher v. The Stanford
Daily, that investigators need
only search warrants to obtain documentary evidence of
a crime from innocent third
parties. Executive Editor
Marshall Schwartz analyzes
why this decision damages
privacy rights even more
than it does freedom of the
press, while furthering the
growth of the police state.
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by Helen and Hardin Jones
Agency of Fear
by Edward J. Esptein
Reviewed by Richard Ashley
The Way the World Works
by Jude Wanniski
Reviewed by Christopher
Weber
The Subsidized Muse
by Dick Netzer
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Reviewed by Robert
Formaini
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Editorials

The African labyrinth
n January, 1976, the Democratic-controlled Congress voted its opposition to the proposals of President Ford and Secretary Kissinger that the United
States intervene further in the Angolan civil war.
(Ford had already been making extensive secret use
of the CIA in that country). Even more significant,
however, was the vote cast against the administration's interventionism by a majority of House republicans. (The
day before the vote, the Libertarian Luncheon Club on
Capitol Holl sponsored a talk, mainly to Republican
legislative aides, on the proposed U. S. intervention in
Angola, and acquainted them with some of the history of
U.S. relations with the tribal-political movements there, as
well as the zig-zags of U.S. policies, and the policy
reasons against American intervention.)
Today, however, President Carter's demand that the
Congress repeal its limitations on executive interventionism is being supported by the Republican congressional leadership. The Republicans are claiming that the
original limitation was merely a partisan gesture to embarass a Republican president. They see intervention in
Africa as a crucial issue on which to divide the Democratic
party, and especially to divide the president and Congress.
But the issues involved here are much more important
than mere election year politics. Reversal of the congressional ban on presidential intervention in African tribal
politics would open the way for more long-term American
quagmires, for more disasters like the one we experienced
recently in Southeast Asia.
When the United States first began to meddle in central
Africa in 1960, the objective was to maintain the strength
of the central government of the Congo-a government
which had been created by Western colonialism. Many of
the major Congolese tribes were unwilling to be ruled from
the colonial capital, however, notably those in the copper
province of Katanga and the diamond province of KasaL
Like nearby Zambia, these two provinces depend for
transportation on routes which go through Angola. Moreover, the populations of these provinces belong to the
same tribes that inhabit neighboring Angola and Zambia:
The dominant Lunda tribe of Katanga also has large elements in eastern Angola as well as in northwest Zambia.
The former Katanga gendarmes who invaded Shaba
province (the new name for Katanga) this spring, as well as
last spring, are members of the Lunda tribe, and are led by
the National Front for the Liberation of the Congo,
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founded by Nathanael Mbumba in June 1968. Mbumba, a
Lunda leader educated by American Methodists, organized
the Katanga gendarmes (as they still call themselves) after
their last exile in 1967. They first went into exile in Angola
in 1963 when Moise Tshombe, premier of Katanga, was
forced by the U.N. and the United States to accept central
Congo control of his province. They returned in 1964
when Tshombe became premier of the Congo, but were exiled again in November 1965 when Tshombe (who later
died in an Algerian prison) was overthrown by Joseph
Mobutu, a protege of CIA Deputy Director Frank
Carlucci.
Larry Devlin, the CIA station chief in Leopoldville from
1960 to 1973, also aided Mobutu in this and other political
coups. Five years ago Devlin became Congo representative
for Maurice Tempelsman, the U.S. diamond dealer who
helped Mobutu establish financial control over the rebellious Kasai province and now heads the marketing of Kasai
diamonds. Tempelsman also has copper concessions in Katanga. According to western diplomatic sources, the CIA is
still in charge of Mobutu's personal bodyguard and provides him with information on his opponents.
Mobutu is not the only one receiving foreign assistance.
He has claimed that Belgian officials have' encouraged
Mbumba's Katanga gendarmes and have given recognition
to their representatives. There is some indication that
French financial interests are seeking dominance in Zaire
through the Rothschild-controlled Pennaroyo company.
The Anglo-Belgian interests which formerly dominated the
Congo have now been mainly nationalized. (The 1973
"Zaireanization" of foreign owned plantations and commercial companies was widely hailed as the beginning of
the creation of a native capitalist middle class. The properties were turned over to friends of Mobutu, and the shortages and inflation which have followed have created
widespread public opposition complete with clashes and
executions.) The Zaire government owes about $4 billion
to foreign, mainly American, banks, and has defaulted on
interest payments. American banks are desperate to keep
Katanga-whose rich copper mines account for 65 percent
of the country's foreign exchange-under Zaire's control.
But the situation is still more complicated. Since 1960,
the CIA and Mobutu have been aiding Holden Roberto,
the head of the Angola Bakongo tribe (which makes its
home in western Zaire, in Congo-Brazzaville, and in
northern Angola) and also of FNLA, the National Front of
-the Liberation of Angola. At the same time, Roberto has
also received aid from Communist China, which once led
some American journalists to claim he was a communist
out to destroy western civilization (more recently, of
course, receiving aid from Communist China has been
taken to mean one is a defender of the Free World and a
protector of Western civilization).
The Katanga gendarmes view Mobutu and Roberto as
their main enemies-especially since Mobutu's army,
trained by the North Koreans, massacred the Katangans
who returned to the Congo under Mobutu's amnesty offer.
And in opposing Mobutu, the Katanga gendarmes are allied with their traditional associates: the fierce Tshokwe
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tribe of Katanga, Angola and Zambia, and the Luba and
Lulua of Kasai and Angola. Such are the tribal complexities in the African situation.
In 1974, the Portugese governor, Admiral Rosa Coutinho, allied the Katanga gendarmes-trained by the
Portugese-with the Popular Movement for the Liberation
of Angola, or MPLA (Bangala tribe), which was fighting
Holden Roberto's FLNA for control of Angola. Financed
by Gulf Oil revenues, the MPLA defeated the FLNA when
the Katanga gendarmes-who had transferred from Portugese to Cuban advisors-spearheaded the assault on
Roberto's Bakarrgo forces who had seized the Angola
capital of Luanda. The Katangans gave their MPLA allies
control of the capitol and then drove the Roberto forces into the Congo. In return, the Katangans were given virtual
control of the Lunda province of Enrique de Carvalho, but
the MPLA was ultimately unable to subsume the
Katangans into the Marxist Congo Rally of Popular
Revolution. The Katangans refuse to join with Marxist opponents of the late Tshombe.
With a skein as tangled as this one, it is not surprising
that the foreign interveners are having their own peculiar
problems.
China and U.S. policymakers now find themselves in a
dilemma, because Mobutu's main source of incomeKatangan copper-must be moved to the Atlantic over the
railway to the Angola port of Benguela. And that gives
revenues to their opponents, the MPLA government in
Angola. Also, the most effective means the southern
Angolan opponents of the MPLA have devised to show
their strength is to attack the copper trains from Katanga
to Benguela.
After the withdrawal of the Katanga gendarmes in the
face of the U.S.-French supported Moroccan intervention
in the spring of 1977, Mobutu sentenced the Congo foreign
minister to death for treason. Mobutu's present accusations against Belgian and Congo businessmen suggest that
further treason charges may be in the making. Even the introduction of French-trained and American-supplied
African troops to defend the copper mines of Katanga
against the Katangans has not been sufficient to satisfy the
United States.
The Katanga gendarmes perform a key role in that
region as a protective force for the Gulf Oil Company's important concession in Cabinda, an Angolan enclave north
of the Congo river. Mobutu and Roberto have attempted
to seize Cabinda and its oil resources, and Gulf is dependent on the Katanga gendarmes-one of the few effective
fighting groups in the region-to defend its continued
uninterrupted operation and ownership. The fact that the
Katangans had Cuban advisors or that Gulf's friends-the
MPLA-had Cuban advisors does not seem to matter any
more than the fact that the Mobutu and Roberto forces had
North Korean advisors and Chinese aid. (The Chinese
foreign minister flew to Katanga this June to show China's
solidarity with Mobutu against the Katanga gendarmes.)One important aspect of the question of Cuban involvement in Africa has been neglected by American commentators. The lengthy stay in Africa by tens of thousands of
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Cuban troops has been negatively affecting public opinion
in Cuba. The mounting Cuban deaths in Africa have begun to undermine popular support for the Castro regime.
And there are signs the popular opposition to Castro's
African intervention might soon join the opposition to the
growing pressure on the heretofore sacrosanct private farm
sector in Cuba. Since 1959, a major base of Castro's popular support has been the 200,000 private farm families
belonging to the National Association of Small Farmers.
These private small landowners provide the coffee, tobacco, vegetable and citrus crops which have made it possible
for Cuba to withstand the U.S. food blockade. Partly because of the wide influence of Jehovah's Witnesses in parts
of Cuba, private farmers have resisted coffee growing requirements. But state authorities have recently forced coffee production and in the process have violated the agreements whereby Castro promised to respect the producing
and marketing freedom of the farmers' association. And
that one breach may be sufficient, in combination with his
adventure in Africa, to end Castro's Communist control of
Cuba.
Yet it is Cuban involvement which the Carter administration is seizing upon to justify further U. S. involvement
in Angola. Happily, the president's attempts to panic the
Senate and House into new executive powers on the basis
of claimed Cuban involvement in the Katanga invasion
have raised strong opposition from members of Congress
expert in foreign affairs. After four decades of presidential
manipulation of foreign affairs to make presidents who are
unable to control the domestic economy look good"strong" or "tough"-in foreign affairs, some congressmen
have awakened to reality. The British and Belgian foreign
offices have both expressed deep concern and doubts about
White House claims of Cuban involvement in the Katanga
invasion. And they are the two countries with the longest
contacts and intelligence in the region. They have questioned the reliability of an old ally who seems to be overreacting with such vehemence. Prime Minister James
Callahan has received some conservative support for his
criticism of Carter's shooting from the hip and threatening
confrontation in Africa. But the American press has played
a mainly negative role by its demands for "presidential
leadership" in the face of the drift in the economy and the
resistance of Congress to new major spending programs.
Another phony foreign policy crisis would only be the
basis for slipping more grand spending designs over on the
American taxpayer. A New York Times editorial (April 9)
declared "The atmosphere now is turning sour. People
who snickered whenever Gerry Ford bumped his head
wonder whether Jimmy Carter has lost his. He is berated
for letting the country drift toward an economic fiasco." In
the face of the public demand to "leave me alone," Congress has not increased taxes or provided the "moral
equivalent of war" to save energy. Only foreign policy remains an open area for so-called "national unity" and
"presidential leadership." Once again, the long-range
dangers to America are less in the quagmires of central
Africa than in the political swamps of the White House and
Foggy Bottom. -LPL
•
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Karl]. Bray, 1943-1978
etting Rid of a Rebel" is the title of an article
once written about Karl J. Bray. But despite
repeated attempts, the Feds were never able
to "get rid" of this man. Cancer had to do
the job for them. Karl died in a Miami
hospital on May 7, 1978 after a year-long illness.
Karl Bray had gone to Boston early in 1977 for Ayn
Rand's annual appearance at Ford Hall when he became
acutely ill. Earlier tests performed in Utah had shown
negative results, but Karl was informed on April 16, 1977
that new tests confirmed a diagnosis of lymphoma.
Karl Bray is best remembered as a leading tax protester
of the 1970s, but he was an outspoken activist on a number
of other issues as well. In fact history may place Karl's major influence in an area other than tax protest, once his
papers have been studied and his thoughts more thoroughly publicized. My own personal favorite among Karl's acts
of defiance took place the day after President Nixon's
order establishing wage and price controls. Karl responded
with a full page ad in the Salt Lake Tribune, raising the
price of products sold at his company, the Rocky Mountain Mint and Depository Co., by ten percent, and inviting
the Economic Stabilization Board to take action to curb
such voluntary exchange between individuals.
Many wonder which of Karl's acts precipitated the gethim-at-any-cost mentality which became so evident in the
government's acts against him. In all likelihood it was the
dramatic acceptance of his book, Taxation and Tyranny,
which advocated civil disobedience to federal income tax
laws. Five thousand copies had been sold when the IRS
swooped down on his bank account, seizing those records
which listed the names of those persons purchasing the
book by check. Many of these persons were then
systematically contacted and scheduled for audit.
After two trials Karl was finally convicted of "willful
failure to file," a misdemeanor. Actually he had filed a
1972 return, but he had written across the face of his 1040
form, "Fifth Amendment. Go to Hell. Go Directly to Hell..
Do Not Pass Go. Do not collect $200." The first trial was
in the court of Judge Willis W. Ritter, who made national
headlines shortly before his death in early 1978 as the
object of a determined impeachment campaign. Yet Karl
received little official support five years ago when he
publicly denounced Ritter and collected more than 2000
signatures calling for the judge's impeachment. And even
in the face of this seemingly overwhelming prejudicial activity on Karl's part, Ritter refused to disqualify himself
from hearing the case. When you gotta get rid of a rebel,
such niceties apparently don't matter.
The guilty verdict in that first trial was overturned. The
second trial ended on March 22, 1977, and though an appeal is still pending, this was the last confrontation Karl
was to have with the Feds.
Karl was convicted in that second trial of violating 18
USC 701, by unlawfully possessing an IRS insignia, a
misdemeanor. Curiously, this law was originally enacted
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to prevent persons from wearing military uniforms and impersonating military officers. And under army regulations,
mere possession is not a violation. Direct testimony from
the arresting FBI agent revealed that he had acted simply
because he had been told by an assistant U. S. attorney
"to arrest Bray." When you gotta get rid of a rebel, constitutional protections are overlooked.
In October 1975, Karl was confined in the Salt Lake City
and County Jail for his insignia conviction. He was to
serve six months and ten days in satisfaction of this six
months sentence. Karl was outspoken even in jail, demanding better treatment for all prisoners. The result
could have been anticipated; he spent some time in solitary
confinement.
Karl was a founder of the Libertarian Party of Utah, a
popular seminar leader and speaker an numerous party
functions and an LP candidate for Congress in 1974. He
was so widely known, respected and loved throughout the
movement that we all have our private moments with his
memory. However, there is more to Karl than a memory.
His books, notes, letters and papers, his ubiquitous 3 X 5
cards, his legal briefs and mementos are being preserved at
the Freedom Library, which Karl was establishing at the
time of his fatal illness. The Church of Moral Ethics is
coordinating the receipt of funds which will be used to offset his enormous medical expenses and to continue the
work at Freedom Library. Contributions made to the
Church may be designated as medical or library funds and
mailed to Box 674, Hermosa Beach CA 90254.
Karl was born June 12, 1943 in Provo, Utah. He was a
chemistry major at Brigham Young University and Weber
State College. He hosted a talk show on radio station
KSXX in Salt Lake. As a youth he became an Eagle Scout
and a highly proficient boxer. He is survived by his father,
Kenneth, of Provo; his mother, Lela Guiterrez, of Lancaster, California; his brother, Jerry of Provo; and a sister,
Vickie Bray Rossman, of Marblehead, Mass.
- Henry J. Hohenstein
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The subterranean economy
by Bruce Bartlett
Washington policy-makers have become quite interested in recent months
in a phenomenon known as the "subterranean economy," and in its implications for a variety of government tax
and regulatory policies.
This underground activity consists of
that part of the economy which functions outside the reach of government
taxation and regulation. This includes
not only criminal activity, but also a
massive number of economic transactions conducted through barter or cash,
in order to avoid the payment of taxes
or control by government regulators. It
is, in fact, a black market,. just as one
finds,under any form of price control.
It is now becoming common practice
among many workers to demand that
their wages, or a portion of their wages,
be paid in cash - free of federal, state,
and social security taxes. Since these
taxes may take 50 percent or more of
even a modestly paid worker's marginal
income, both employers and employees
benefit from the arrangement. A worker may accept wages considerably lower
than he would otherwise get because he
knows that he will get all of the income,
not just half. And the employer saves
not only on the lower wages paid, but
also on payroll taxes for social security
and
unemployment
compensation,
which he would otherwise have to pay
on top of the employee's gross wages. In
short, everyone benefits except the tax
collector.
Such activities have of course gone on
as long as we have had taxes. But recently estimates have been made on the
size of this subterranean economy which
have forced legislators to seriously consider the factors which are leading to its
growth.
In the November/December issue of
the Financial Analysts Journal, Peter
Gutmann of Baruch College in New
York City attempted to estimate the size
July 1978

of this subterranean economy, based
upon the increased use of cash in the
economy since World War II. His researches led him to believe that there
may be as much as $200 billion worth of
gross national product being generated,
unaccounted for by government statistics. If the usual ratio between jobs and
GNP hold, this could mean that there
are as many as nine million more people
employed in this country than are
counted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Needless to say, if this estimate is
accurate it would shave several percentage points off the official unemployment rate.

We are likely to find
that the subterranean
econotny is swelling
rapidly unless taxes
are quickly slashed
across the board.
Gutmann makes it clear that this vast
subterranean economy is a creature of
big government:
"The subterranean economy, like
black markets throughout the world,
was created by government rules and
restrictions. It is a creature of the income tax, of limitations on the legal
employment of certain groups and of
prohibitions on certain activities. It
exists because it provides goods and services that are either unavailable elsewhere or obtainable only at higher
prices. It also provides employment for
those unemployable in the legal economy; employment for those-like the
retired who draw social security, or illegal aliens without resident status-

whose freedom to work is restricted; and
incentive to do additional work for those
who would not do it if they were taxed."
This situation is now leading many
people to consider the possibility that a
reduction in tax rates may be needed to
draw people out of the subterranean

economy. Typical is the attitude of
Peter Passell, an editorial writer for the
New York Times:
"Serious tax reform might restore the
good name of the income tax; it would
at least undercut the rationalization
that cheating only compensates for the
unfairness of the system. Probably a
more effective (and politically more
realistic) means of deterring tax
cheating would be to pare personal income taxes across the board. With Federal tax rates, say, one-third lower, the
incentive to break the law would be
much diminished. Revenues lost thereby would, at least in part, be made up
at the expense of the subterranean
economy."
Passell might have added that lower
tax rates would also draw investors out
of complicated tax shelters, like cattle
feed lots, and into investments which
would yield greater output and tax
revenue.
Of course liberals recoil from the obvious and continue to attack "loopholes." But slowly they are learning that
eliminating deductions and raising
taxes do not necessarily raise tax revenues. For example, in the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 the maximum tax on capital gains (a well-known tax loophole)
was doubled from 25 percent to 50 percent. Since then, tax revenues from capital gains have fallen roughly by half. As
a result, many liberals now agree that
the capital gains tax must be reducednot enough, perhaps, from a libertarian
perspective, but it would still be another
small step in the right direction.
But unless taxes are quickly slashed
across the board, we are likely to find
the subterranean economy swelling
rapidly as people scramble to loose
themselves from the grasp of government. For more and more Americans,
there is no realistic alternative. Government power has gotten totally out of
control. The growth of the subterranean economy, like the blossoming tax
revolt, is yet another sign that people
are willing to fight back.
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Crosseurrents
by Walter E. Grinder

• Protectionism, jobs, and relief
For the past decade, the u.s. economy

Mills (Temple Smith; London), historian Norman Longmate shows that
this would-be tragedy was indeed
thwarted and solved by the voluntary
means of individual and corporate
subscription, and by letting the free
market do its work.
Rather than tumbling deep into recession, the British economy continued
to flourish and expand. The adjustment
process was not always perfectly smooth
(it is so only in textbooks), but it did
take place in an orderly, speedy, and
humane fashion - and the shift of unemployed workers into alternative
employment in new industries took
place without the helpful hand of the
benevolent bureaucrat.
Liberty and the free market proved
undeniably effective under the most
dire circumstances, and could quickly
and efficiently alleviate the relatively
minor (in comparison to those of England of 1861-1865) problems of today's
unemployment if only allowed to do so.

special consideration to those thrown
out of work by evil competitors who are
has been losing its competitive ad- "dumping" cheaper goods on the doorvantage in the world market in a num- step of the embattled America conber of goods, such as color TVs, certain sumer. Of course, little consideration is
steels, automobiles, and others. There given to the fact that by taking such achave been a variety of reasons for these tion, we lengthen the time that the unsetbacks: some, simply superior produc- employed American laborer can (read
tion methods used in other countries, will) withhold his services from producbut others the result of the raging U. s. tive tasks by so increasing the costs of
inflation. Although a dazzling plethora searching for alternative employment
of strong-armed, protectionist measures that it makes no sense for him to do so.
have been tried to stem the rising tide of Consequently, the American economy
competition - tariffs, quotas, trigger
prices, etc. -imports to America from
Japan and Western Europe continue to
increase. When an industry is especially
• Free Life Editions
hard hit, some companies have had to
Free Life Editions (41 Union Square
close their doors entirely, and pockets of
West, New York City 10003) is by most
substantial unemployment continue to
standards a small publishing house, but
sprout up around the country - Youngsits service to the recent resurgence of
town, Ohio being the most recent highly
libertarianism is no small matter. Over
visible example.
the past few years, publisher Chuck
The passage of the Full Employment
Hamilton has given us new editions of
Act of 1946 charged the U. s. government with the "responsibility" of win- becomes even less competitive and less key libertarian classics such as Franz
Oppenheimer's The State, a great,
ning the war against unemployment. productive.
Nowhere is the call heard for a volun- libertarian-oriented, sociological exSince then, this responsibility has been
broadened to include the eradication of tary solution to the problem of unem- planation for the origins of the state;
poverty as well- witness President John- ployment in "distressed" areas. Who- Albert Jay Nock's Our Enemy the State,
son's War on Poverty and the more re- ever heard of such a possibility? Such a libertarian interpretation of American
cent Comprehensive Employment and thoughts are beyond the pale in our history through the New Deal, proTraining Act. This peculiar linkage of enlightened age. And besides, volun- duced through the practical application
of Oppenheimer's thesis; Etienne de la
two quite distinct and separate prob- tarism couldn't work anyway. Right?
lems has, incidentally, led to untold
Not only could it work, but it did Boetie's The Politics of Obedience, a
amounts of confusion in the govern- work in probably one of the most study which explains how tyranny is
ment's efforts to deal with both of these distressed areas in world history. Dur- based on the consent of the ruled; and
problems. Moreover, the state's self- ing the years of the American Civil John T. Flynn's As We Go Marching,
proclaimed responsibility has, by its War, cotton ceased to enter England. the single best introduction into the
presence, caused the decline of local, The textile industry, an industry that nature of the American warfare/welfare
corporate, and individual efforts to made up one half of England's exports, state.
Just recently, Free Life has reissued
cope with unemployment. And above came to a sudden and grinding halt.
Ronald
Radosh's Prophets on the Right,
all, state intervention has seriously Tens of thousands of workers in the
hampered the market mechanism, turn- Lancashire cotton industry were thrown a marvelous study of the so-called Old
ing short-run problems of adjustment out of their jobs. A pitiful plight, for Right critics of American imperialism.
sure. Certainly this should have been a This book and all those listed above are
into long-run disasters.
Everywhere the call is heard for in- grand reason to mobilize an army of available in high quality paperback edicreased governmental aid for areas that bureaucrats, yes? In point of fact, no. tions. Every libertarian should have and
are economically "distressed" because of According to an excellent study recently should read each of these books very
faltering industries. We are told to give published in England, The Hungry carefully.

A voluntary solution
to unem.ploym.ent in
distressed areas?
Whoever heard of
such a possibility?
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Free Life also has published works on
anarchist aspects of major 20th century
events: Voline's classic study of the Russian Revolution, The Unknown Revolution; and two works on the Spanish Civil
war, Sam Dolgoffs The A narchist Collectives and Murray Bookchin's The

Spanish Anarchists. These three works
are good studies in "history from below," and are now being widely used in
college classrooms.
Finally, a major coup for Free Life
has been the recent publication of three
volumes of Paul Goodman's collected
works: Drawing the Line: Political Essays; Nature Heals: PsychologicalEssays;
and Creator Spirit Come: Literary Essays. All are edited and introduced by
Goodman's literary executor, Taylor
Stoehr.
Goodman was a complex and often
confused thinker. But he was basically a
wise thinker- able to cut through many
of the mid-20th century myths - who
provoked his readers to think about
issues in a way they never had done
before. The Goodman provocation was
generally quite libertarian. Two of my
favorite books are Goodman's People or
Personnel and Community of Scholars,
both of which were extremely important
in shaping the libertarian aspects of the
good years of the New Left, in the mid1960s.
Unfortunately, Goodman -like his
spiritual colleague, Ivan Illich-never
did care much about or understand
economics very well. Consequently, his
libertarianism is not as thoroughgoing
as it might be. Nevertheless, reading
Goodman usually stimulates the best in
the reader, as the contents of these three
volumes clearly do. It could only help
the development of our own movement
if Paul Goodman could have as much of
an influence on its growth as he did on
that of the New Left of the 1960s.

• The Cold War
No matter how hard key diplomats
and strategic thinkers work for a relaxation of tensions between East and West,
hawks on both sides simply will not let
the Cold War die. Strong vested interests have developed during the past 30
years, whose justification for continued
existence would cease if the Cold War
stopped. The Cold War has been a
growth industry for three decades, and
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George Kennan
it has lately entered one of its periodic
go -go spurts.
One of the chief beneficiaries of and
leading cheerleaders for the Cold War
in recent decades is Paul Nitze, now
director of policy studies of that superhawk coalition of conservatives and
right-wing social democrats,. the Committee on the Present Danger. Nitze sets
forth his characteristically •aggressive
views on how to deal with the "Russian
threat" in what serves as a useful summary of current right-wing. hysterical
propaganda in "A Plea for Action," in
the New York Times Magazine of May

7.
A calm and reasoned answer to Nitze
and his committee's perfervid pronouncements is found in that same issue, in Marilyn Berger's "An Appeal for
Thought" - an interview article which
presents the reflections of George Ken,nan on the Cold War and the current
military situation.
Kennan was a key architect of America's early Cold War "containment" policy vis a vis the Soviet Union. Unlike
Nitze, Kennan has learned a great deal
since his famous "Mr. X" article first
appeared in Foreign Affairs in July
1947.

Kennan is reaching for and has just
about achieved a noninterventionist position. He calls it a semi-isolationist
policy; it is detailed in his new book,
The Cloud of Danger, recently discussed in LR by Bruce Bartlett (March
1978).
Set side by side - as these two articles
are in the Times - it is clear not only
that Kennan is the more thoughtful of
these two key policy makers, but also
that Kennan's reasoned approach is the
far more libertarian position for the
United States to follow in dealing with
her neighbors and with the Soviet Empire.
Kennan's concept of accommodation
has been smeared by Nitze and his
friends as some sort of appeasement. On
the contrary, accommodation simply
means a reduction of conflicts which
otherwise could lead to outright hostilities. Accommodation means peace and
trade, which-as liberals have been
pointing out for several hundred
years - contain the seeds for further
trade and a more lasting peace. Accommodation means dismantling the
garrison-security state and its consequent massive invasions into American
citizens' civil liberties. It means whacking away at the overly centralized executive state. Accommodation means a
demilitarization of the American domestic economy - thwarting the major
thrust that is propelling the American
economy into a position exhibiting all
the characteristics of quasi -socialism or, more correctly, crypto-fascism.
In short, accommodation means now
what nonintervention has meant to true
liberals and libertarians for hundreds of
years: peace, prosperity, and securityreal security, that which is based on an
extension of international trade and the
consequent economic, cultural, and
social interdependencies that develop
from such trade patterns. This is the
great tradition that flows from Paine
and Jefferson to Cobden and Bright, to
Bastiat and de Molinari, to Edward Atkinson and William Graham Sumner,
to Albert Jay Nock and John T. Flynn,
to Murray Rothbard and Earl Ravenal.
Peace and free trade are the libertarian
tenets in international relations. Peace
and free trade are what the libertarian
tradition is all about. Peace and free
(continued on page 47)
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The PluUlb Line

Getting tough in Zaire
by Murray N. Rothbard
The Establishment media put it this
way: After shilly-shallying in a weak and
indecisive manner, the Carter administration has at last decided to "get
tough" in Africa against the Cuban
(and behind them the Soviet) menace.
President Carter himself has kept up a
drumfire of hysteria about the spectre of
Cuban troops in the recent invasions of
the Shaba province of Zaire from bases
in Angola. This bogey was used as the
pretext for America's decision to go
military in its continuing intervention in
Africa. Paratroopers of the 82nd Airborne Division were kept on the alert
while American planes were used to fly
Belgian and French paratroopers into
Kolwezi, in Shaba province, to successfully put down the rebellion. The
"integrity" of Zaire was, temporarily,
saved once again, and the Cubans beaten back.
Except there are several things very
wrong with this picture. For one, the
Cubans deny vehemently and absolutely, privately and publicly, that they had

anything-directly or indirectly-to do
with the invasion. Now, the Cubans are
no more above a little deception than
any other government; but the unsettling point is that, until now, the
Cubans have not been at all shy in proclaiming their role in responding to invitations by friendly left-wing governments in Africa. In Angola and in Ethi0pia they have boasted of their military
success; why the sudden attack of bashfulness in Zaire?
Furthermore, the sources of Carter's
information on the alleged role of the
Cubans are highly tainted. The information comes, proximately, from the
CIA, which has lied through its teeth to
everyone, especially the American public and Congress, for many years, not
the least on its role in the civil war in
Angola. Senator McGovern has challenged the CIA to prove its contentions
about the Cubans, so far without success. Reports are that the CIA got its information from the French, who in turn
got the charge from Dr. Jonas Savimbi,
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the colorful "pro-American" guerrilla
leader in Angola, who is hardly the most
sober of reporters.
From Carter's whining about Congres& tying his hands on interfering with
Angola, it is clear that the real purpose
of his getting tough in Zaire was as a
prelude to resuming U.S. intervention
in the civil war in Angola. Carter is
displaying unmitigated gall in trying to
revive our Angolan adventure, for the
whistle has just been blown on the hidden and nefarious CIA role in the Angolan conflict of 1975 -76 in a new book
by John Stockwell, In Search of
Enemies: A CIA Story. Stockwell, it
should be noted, was· no less than the
head of the CIA operation in Angola. In
his book, Stockwell confirms what a few
"paranoid" antiwar Americans charged
at the time: that at each step escalating
the Angolan conflict, the Soviets intervened with aid only after the United
States did, through the CIA; the Soviet
role was never initiatory but only reactive. Furthermore, the Cuban troop
shipment came only after South Africa
sent its troops into Angola on behalf of
the "pro-Western" side, an intervention
that was hailed by and coordinated with
the CIA. Moreover, Stockwell reveals
that "after the war we learned that
Cuba had not been ordered into action
by the Soviet Union. To the contrary,
the Cuban leaders felt compelled to intervene for their own ideological reasons."
Not only was Holden Roberto, the
"pro-Western" Angolan leader, on the
CIA payroll for years, but dozens of CIA
officers were dispatched to manage all
the branches, military and propaganda,
of the Roberto side during the civil war.
Furthermore, Stockwell reveals that
Ford, Kissinger, the Pentagon, and the
CIA were pondering about escalating
the Angolan intervention into a fullscale, Vietnam-type conflict-this, astoundingly, only months after the
debacle in Vietnam itself! The administration working group in charge
of the covert operations in Angola
contemplated sending in American
army units, a show of American naval
strength, and even weighed "the feasibility of making an overt military feint
at Cuba itself to force Castro to recall
his troops and defend the home island."
Only one thing stopped these nefar-
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ious plans of the Ford-Kissinger administration: the solidly antiwar sentiment in Congress and in the American
population. Alert to some of the CIA
shenanigans in Angola, the Congress
barred any use of 1976 defense budget
funds for intervention in Angola. It is
these restrictions that Carter now yearns
to reverse. He must not be allowed to
get away with it.
There is irony piled upon irony in the
Zaire-Shaba story. If they are not "outside Cuban agitators," who are the nasty
disturbers of the peace in Shaba province? Are they Commies? Does anyone
remember the "heroic Katanga freedom
fighters" of the early 1960s? They were
beloved by the American right wing,
because they were the only black liberationists and independence fighters who
seemed to be right wing and procapitalist. In fact, they fought hard,
from 1960 to 1963, for the independence of Katanga from the central
government of the Congo, now renamed
Zaire. Katanga has almost all the copper and cobalt, the major export commodities of Zaire, and the Katangans
were backed in those days by Belgian
copper-mining interests.
The American right wing, however,
never really understood the Katangans.
In fact, neither the right nor the left
comprehend the real problem in Africa:
the central fact that there is not a single
African "nation" that is truly a nation,
that has any coherent or unified language' nationality, or culture. The
frontiers of the African nations were all
inherited from the frontiers established
by Western imperialism in the late 19th
century, when Britain, France, Belgium, Portugal, and Spain rushed in to
grab as many areas of Africa as they
could. The frontiers established by the
imperialists were artificial administrative boundaries, with no relation to
the true nationalities in Africa - the
tribes. The boundaries incorporated
dozens of totally separate and even warring tribes into one "nation," while cutting through and artificially dividing
areas held by specific tribes. There are
no genuine African nations; they are
geographical expressions only.
Vitally important to modern African
history was the fact that the imperial
powers trained a small minority of
African natives as a cooperating, or
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"comprador," elite to administer the
country under the aegis of the imperial
masters. Generally, this native elite was
trained in universities of the home country. Western universities being what
they are, the elite imbibed Marxist and
Fabian socialist ideology. Superficially,
one might think that this socialism ran
counter to the interests of the imperial
power, but this was only true "externally," that is, in struggling over who
would rule this centralized nation-state.
For internally, the socialist ideology
coexisted very cozily with the imperialists' desire to centralize the country, to "modernize" it under statist
direction, and to exploit the native
population for the benefit of the administrative state authorities.
Generally, this meant the coercion
and exploitation of the native rural
peasantry on behalf of the ruling urban
elite in the capital city. The only real
difference between the Western imperialists and the native socialists was
over who would constitute the state.
As a result, when the weakened
Western empires began to withdraw
from Africa after World War II, the
artificial, central governmental structure was simply turned over to the existing, educated, native socialist elite.
Thus, imperialism's parting legacy to
Africa was to ensure generations of exploitation of the native rural tribes by
the new power elite in charge of the
parasitic urban centers.
In the former Belgian Congo, the
United States and the Communists
opted for competing central governments. The United States favors strong
central governments everywhere, the
better to influence and dominate the
country, so as not to have to worry
about revolution or "destabilization" of
the status quo anywhere on the globe.
The United States' man in the Congo
was General (now President) Mobutu,
for many years on the CIA payroll, and
the brother-in-law of "Angola's" Holden
Roberto. The reason for this seeming
anomaly is that the western Congo and
adjoining northern Angola are both the
home of the same Bakongo tribe, of
which Mobutu and Roberto are leading
members. The Communists, also in
favor of centralized government, put
their hopes on Patrice Lumumba,
whose strength was centered on the

tribes in the northeastern Congo. In the
meanwhile, the Lunda tribe in southern
Katanga province, 1500 miles away
from the capital city, Kinshasa, tried to
break away from central governmental
rule. After five years of fighting and
maneuvering, with the help of U.N.
troops and the murder of Lumumba by
CIA-hired thugs, the United States'
man Mobutu took over power in the
Congo.
Several thousand of the Katangan
freedom fighters refused to give up, and
instead fled westward to Angola, where
they took up arms for the Portuguese to
try to crush Roberto, relative of the
hated Mobutu. When the Portuguese
left Angola in 1975, the Katangans
naturally joined forces with the next
great enemy of Roberto, the proCommunist MPLA, which finally
crushed Roberto the following year.
The Katangans, their province renamed
Shaba, were now aided by the new
regime to get back to their homeland. If
we persist in looking at the Katangans in
Cold War categories, we could say that,
once ultra-capitalists, they have unaccountably shifted in the past 15 years to
become "pro-Communitss." But that
would be absurd. These men are simply
Katangans, fighting again for their old
cause. Outside of that, they are no better and no worse than the other fighting
groups and tribes in the area.
Since Roberto has been smashed, the
United States now looks longingly at the
guerrilla forces of UNITA, headed by
Dr. Jonas Savimbi. Savimbi's "antiCommunist" forces have indeed seized
control of virtually all of southern
Angola. The reason is that Savimbi is
solidly based on the Ovimbundu tribe,
which populates southern Angola,
whereas both the MPLA and the old
Roberto group are strong only among
the northern tribes.
If the United States would only keep
its mitts off, there would probably be
continuing Savimbi rule in southern
Angola, and the swollen monstrosity
that is the "nation" of Zaire would
crumble into more workable constituent
parts that are based in tribal realities.
There would be one less reason for the
United States to get into a war or to step
up its military spending. Would that be
such a dire fate for central Africa or for
ourselves?
•
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field of ideas and policies. Expansionism and imperialism are nothing
but the old philosophies of national
prosperity which have brought Spain to
where she now is. Those philosophies
appeal to national vanity and national
cupidity. They are delusions, and they
will lead us to ruin unless we are hardheaded enough to resist them. In any
case, the year 1898 is a great landmark
year in the history of the United States.
by William Graham Sumner
The original and prime cause of the
war was that it was a move of partisan
tactics in the strife of parties at WashBorn in 1840, William Graham governmental imperialists, including ington. As soon as it seemed resolved
Sumner was probably the most famous Theodore Roosevelt. (Spencer was simi- upon, a number of interests began to see
exponent of classical liberal ideas in the larly outraged by the Boer War, which their advantage in it and hastened to
United States in the last quarter of the his country began fighting the follow- further it. It was necessary to make ap19th century, when he was professor of ing year.) In a famous speech given in peals to the public which would bring
political and social science at Yale. His 1899, Sumner startled his audience by quite other motives to the support of the
pioneering sociological works-partic- taking as his theme, "The Conquest of enterprise and win the consent of classes
ularly Folkways and The Science of the United States by Spain. " The follow- who would never consent to either
Society-gained him a worldwide rep- ing condensation of that speech (from financial or political jobbery. Such aputation. Ever the doggedly determined The Conquest of the United States by peals were found in sensational asseradvocate of his deeply cherished polit- Spain and Other Essays, edited by Mur- tions which we had no means to verify,
ical ideas, Sumner risked dismissal from ray Polner, Gateway Books) sets forth in phrases of alleged patriotism, in
Yale by insisting on the use of Herbert the dangers that Sumner believed were statements about Cuba and the Cubans
Spencer's Principles of Sociology as a in store for the United States once it which we now know to have been entiretext, over the opposition of the presi- began to aspire to the role of world- ly untrue.
- Ralph Raico.
dent of the university; and he incurred power.
Where was the statesmanship of all
the bitter hostility of many influential
this? It was unstatesmanlike to publish a
Republican alumni by his life-long atsolemn declaration that we would not
tack on protective tariffs (which he During the last year the public has seize any territqry, and especially to
viewed as a form of "socialism ''). His been familiarized with descriptions of characterize such action in advance as
many popular works, however, includ- Spain and of Spanish methods of doing "criminal aggression," for it was morally
ing What Social Classes Owe Each things until the name of Spain has be- certain that we should come out of any
Other and especially the essay, "The come a symbol for a certain well- war with Spain with conquered territory
Forgotten Man," gained him wide defined set of notions and policies. On on our hands, and the people who
the other hand, the name of the United wanted the war, or who consented to it,
following.
Sumner was an uncompromising sup- States has always been, for all of us, a hoped that we should do so.
porter of laissezjaire against not only symbol fora state of things, a set of
[The war] was a gross violation of
protectionism and socialism, but also ideas and traditions, a group of views self-government. We boast that we are a
against antitrust legislation, regulation about social and political affairs.
self-governing people, and in this reof railroad rates, and the various
Spain was the first, for a long time the spect, particularly, we compare ourschemes current in his time for mon- greatest, of the modern imperialistic selves with pride with older nations.
etary inflation. Behind much govern- states. The United States, by its his- What is the difference after all? The
ment interference in the economy torical origin, its traditions, and its Russians, whom we always think of as
Sumner glimpsed the hands of what he principles, is the chief representative of standing at the opposite pole of political
called "the plutocrats"- businessmen the revolt and reaction against that kind institutions, have self-government-if
who used government privilege, rather of state. I intend to show that, by the you mean by it acquiescence in what a
line of action now proposed to us- little group of people at the government
than the market, to gain wealth.
Like his great contemporary, fellow- which we call expansion and imperial- agree to do. The war with Spain was
sociologist Herbert Spencer, Sumner ism - we are throwing away some of the precipitated upon us headlong, without
was an outspoken opponent of imperial- most important elements of the Ameri- reflection or deliberation, and without
ism and war. The war which he had to can symbol and are adopting some of any due formulation of public opinion.
confront-and which provoked his po- the most important elements of the Whenever a voice was raised in behalf of
lemical anger-was the Spanish-A meri- Spanish symbol. We have beaten Spain deliberation and the recognized maxims
can War of 1898, the result, as Sumner in a military conflict, but we are sub- of statesmanship, it was howled down in
indicated, of a plot by a group of high mitting to be conquered by her on the a storm of vituperation and cant.
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The perpetuity of self-government
depends on the sound political sense of
the people, and sound political sense is a
matter of habit and practice. We can
give it up and we can take instead pomp
and glory. That is what Spain did.
She had as much self-government as
any country in Europe at the beginning
of the sixteenth century. The union of
the smaller states into one big one gave
an impulse to her national feeling and
national development. The discovery of
America put into her hands the control
of immense territories. National pride
and ambition were stimulated. Then
came the struggle with France for world
dominion, which resulted in absolute
monarchy and bankruptcy for Spain.
She lost self-government and saw her
resources spent on interests which were
foreign to her, but she could talk about
an empire on which the sun never set
and boast of her colonies, her goldmines, her fleets and armies and debts.
She had glory and pride, mixed of
course with defeat and disaster, such as
must be experienced by any nation on
that course of policy; and she grew
weaker in her industry and commerce
and poorer in the status of the population all the time. She has never been
able to recover real self-government yet.
If we Americans believe in selfgovernment, why do we let it slip away
from us? Why do we barter it away for
military glory as Spain did?
I could bring you passages from peninsular authors of the first rank about
the great role of Spain and Portugal in
spreading freedom and truth. Now each
nation laughs at all the others when it
observes these manifestations of national vanity. You may rely upon it that
they are all ridiculous by virtue of these
pretensions, including ourselves. The
point is that each repudiates the standards of the others, and the outlying nations, which are to be civilized, hate all
the standards of civilized men. They like
their own ways, and if we appear
amongst them as rulers, there will be
social discord in all the great departments of social interest.
The most important thing which we
shall inherit from the Spaniards will be
the task of suppressing rebellions.
Now, the great reason why all these
enterprises which begin by saying to
somebody else, "We know what is good
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for you better than you know yourself,
and we are going to make you do it," are
false and wrong is that they violate
liberty. Or, to turn the same statement
into other words, the reason why
liberty-of which we Americans talk so
much-is a good thing is that it means
leaving people to live out their own lives
in their own way, while we do the same.
If we believe in liberty as an American
principle, why do we not stand by it?
Why are we going to throw it away to
enter upon a Spanish policy of dominion and regulation?
When Spaniards tortured and burned
Protestants and Jews it was because, in
their minds, Protestants and Jews were
heretics- that is to say, were beyond the
pale, were abominable, were not entitled to human consideration. Humane
men and pious women felt no more
compunctions at the sufferings of Protestants and Jews than we would at the
execution of mad dogs or rattlesnakes.
There are plenty of people in the
United States today who regard Negroes
as human beings, but of a different
order from white men, so that the ideas
and social arrangements of white men
cannot be applied to them with propriety. Others feel the same way about Indians. This attitude of mind, wherever
you meet with it, is what causes tyranny
and cruelty. It is this disposition to
decide offhand that some people are not
fit for liberty and self-government
which gives relative truth to the doctrine
that all men are equal. Inasmuch as the
history of mankind has been one long
story of the abuse of some by others,
who, of course, smoothed over their
tyranny by some beautiful doctrines of
religion or ethics or political philosophy, which proved that it was all for
the best good of the oppressed, therefore the doctrine that all men are equal
has come to stand as one of the cornerstones of the temple of justice and truth.
The Americans have been committed
from the outset to the doctrine that all
men are equal. In spite of its absolute
form it has always stood in glaring contradiction to the facts about Indians
and Negroes and to our legislation
about Chinamen. But at the first touch
of the test we throw the doctrine away
and adopt the Spanish doctrine. Weare
told by all the imperialists that these
people are not fit for liberty and self-

government; that it is rebellion for them
to resist our beneficence; that we must
send fleets and armies to kill them if
they do it; that we must devise a government for them and administer it ourselves; that we may buy them or sell
them as we please, and dispose of their
"trade" for our own advantage. What is
that but the policy of Spain to her dependencies? What can we expect as a
consequence of it? Nothing but that it
will bring us where Spain is now.
The doctrine that we are to take away
from other nations any possessions of
theirs which we think that we could
manage better than they are managing
them, or that we are to take in hand any
countries which we do not think capable
of self-government, is one which will
lead us very far. With that doctrine in
the background, our politicians will
have no trouble finding a war ready for
us the next time that they come around
to the point where they think that it is
time for us to have another. We are told
that we must have a big army hereafter.
What for-unless we propose to do
again, by and by, what we have just
done?
Here is another point in regard to
which the conservative elements in the
country are making a great mistake to
allow all this militarism and imperialism to go on without protest. It
will be established as a rule that,
whenever political ascendency is
threatened, it can be established again
by a little war, filling the minds of the
people with glory and diverting their attention from their own interests. Hardheaded old Benjamin Franklin hit the
point when, referring back to the days
of [the victorious wars of the Duke of]
Marlborough, he talked about the "pest
of glory." The thirst for glory is an
epidemic which robs a people of their
judgment, seduces their vanity, cheats
them of their interests, and corrupts
their consciences.
The question at stake is nothing less
than the integrity of this state in its most
essential elements. The expansionists
have recognized this fact by already
casting the Constitution aside. The
military men, of course, have been the
first to do this. It is of the essence of
militarism that under it military men
learn to despise constitutions, to sneer at
parliaments, and to look with contempt
13

on civilians. Some of the imperialists are
not ready to go quite so fast as yet. They
have remonstrated against the military
doctrine, but that only proves that the
military men see the point at issue better
than the others do. The question of imperialism' then, is the question whether
we are going to give the lie to the origin
of our own national existence by establishing a colonial system of the old
Spanish type, even if we have to sacrifice
our existing civil and political system to
do it.
Everywhere you go on the continent
of Europe at this hour you see the conflict between militarism and industrialism. You see the expansion of industrial
power pushed forward by the energy,
hope, and thrift of men, and you see the
development arrested, diverted, crippled, and defeated by measures which
are dictated by military considerations.
It is militarism which is eating up all the
products of science and art, defeating
the energy of the population, and
wasting its savings. It is militarism
which forbids the people to give their attention to the problems of their own
welfare and to give their strength to the
education and comfort of their children. It is militarism which is combatting the grand efforts of science and art
to ameliorate the struggle for existence.
Now what will hasten the day when
our present advantages will wear out
and when we shall come down to the
conditions of the older and densely
populated nations? The answer is: war,
debt, taxation, diplomacy, a grand governmental system, pomp, glory, a big
army and navy, lavish expenditures,
political jobbery-in a word, imperialism.
In the old days, the democratic
masses of this country, who knew little
about our modern doctrines of social
philosophy, had a sound instinct on
these matters, and it is no small ground
of political disquietude to see it decline.
They resisted every appeal to their vanity in the way of pomp and glory, which
they knew must be paid for. They
dreaded a public debt and a standing
army.
The great foe of democracy now and
in the near future is plutocracy. Every
year that passes brings out this antagonism more distinctly. It is to be the
social war of the twentieth century. In
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that war, militarism, expansion, and
imperialism will all favor plutocracy.
In the first place, war and expansion
will favor jobbery, both in the dependencies and at home. In the second
place, they will take away the attention
of the people from what the plutocrats
are doing. In the third place, they will
cause large expenditures of the people's
money, the return for which will not go
into the treasury, but into the hands of a
few schemers. In the fourth place, they
will call for a large public debt and
taxes, and these things especially tend to
make men unequal, because any social
burdens bear more heavily on the weak
than on the strong, and so make the
weak weaker and the strong stronger.
Therefore, expansion and imperialism
are a grand onslaught on democracy.
The people who have led us on to shut
ourselves in [through protectionism],
and now want us to break out [through
imperialism], warn us against the terrors of "isolation." Our ancestors all
came here to isolate themselves from the
social burdens and inherited errors of
the old world. When the others are all
over their ears in trouble, who would
not be isolated in freedom from care?
When the others are crushed under the
burden of militarism, who would not be
isolated in peace and industry? When
the others are all struggling under debt
and taxes, who would not be isolated in
the enjoyment of his own earnings for
the benefit of his own family? When the
rest are all in a quiver of anxiety, lest at
a day's notice they may be involved in a
social cataclysm, who would not be
isolated out of reach of the disaster?
What we are doing is that we are abandoning this blessed isolation to run after
a share in the trouble.
Americans [still] cannot assure life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness to
Negroes inside of the United States.
When the Negro postmaster's house was
set on fire in the night in South Carolina, and not only he, but his wife and
children were murdered as they came
out, and when, moreover, this incident
passed without legal investigation or
punishment, it was a bad omen for the
extension of liberty, etc., to Mayas and
Tagals by simply setting over them the
American flag. Upon a little reflection
we find that our hands are quite full at
home of problems by the solution of

which the peace and happiness of the
American people could be greatly increased.
And yet this scheme of a republic
which our fathers formed was a glorious
dream which demands more than a
word of respect and affection before it
passes away. Their idea was that they
would never allow any of the social and
political abuses of the old world to grow
up here. There should be no manors, no
barons, no ranks, no prelates, no idle
classes, no paupers, no disinherited ones
except the vicious. There would be no
grand diplomacy, because they intended to mind their own business and
not be involved in any of the intrigues to
which European statesmen were accustomed. There was to be no balance
of power and no "reason of state" to cost
the life and happiness of citizens.
Our fathers would have an economical government, even if grand people
called it a parsimonious one, and taxes
should be no greater than were absolutely necessary to pay for such a
government. The citizen here would
never be forced to leave his family or to
give his sons to shed blood for glory and
to leave widows and orphans in misery
for nothing. Justice and law were to
reign in the midst of simplicity, and a
government which had little to do was
to offer little field for ambition.
It is by virtue of this conception of a
commonwealth that the United States
has stood for something unique and
grand in the history of mankind and
that its people have been happy. It is by
virtue of these ideals that we have been
"isolated" - isolated in a position which
the other nations of the earth have observed in silent envy.
And yet there are people who are
boasting of their patriotism, because
they say that we have taken our place
now amongst the nations of the earth by
virtue of this war. My patriotism is of
the kind which is outraged by the notion
that the United States never was a great
nation until in a petty three months'
campaign it knocked to pieces a poor,
decrepit, bankrupt old state like Spain.
To hold such an opinion as that is to
abandon all American standards, to put
to shame and scorn all that our ancestors tried to build up here, and to go
over to the standards of which Spain is a
representative.
•
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The Movement

Greenberg for governor
One of the most interesting and
dynamic campaigns waged by the Libertarian Party this year will be the campaign of attorney Gary Greenberg for
governor of New York, a campaign
which promises to be tough-minded,
energetic, and above all, competent.
Greenberg's campaign is important for
two transcendant reasons: first, New
York State remains the showcase of statism in this country, the media capital of
the world; second, Greenberg's campaign represents the first step back of
the much-beleaguered Free Libertarian
Party, a party racked with dissention,
stress, conflict, and incompetence.
Greenberg's campaign promises to be
the best thing for the FLP since Fran
Youngstein ran for mayor of New York
City in 1973, gathering 10,000 votes.
Since the Youngstein campaign, the
FLP has floundered. The campaign of
Jerry Tuccille for governor four years
ago was widely considered a disaster: an
attempt at media manipulation which,
with few notable exceptions, did not pay
off; a campaign with no significant discussion of issues; a campaign which
generated less and less enthusiasm as it
went along. Tuccille finally brought in
only a few more votes statewide than
Youngstein had in New York City alone
the year before. Campaign workers were
disillusioned and alienated, some even
villified by other FLP members.
In 1976, neither Roger MacBride nor
U.S. Senate candidate Martin Nixon
did very well-nowhere near as well as
MacBride did in California - partly because of the hostility of many FLP
members toward MacBride's candidacy,
and partly because MacBride had decided to target western states with most
of his campaign efforts. Different
groups within the FLP, bitter with each
other, succeeded only in driving each
other out of the party, which continued
to function at all only because of the
tireless efforts of a small number of peo-
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pIe who gave a great deal of their energy
to the task of preserving the skeleton of
a political party.
But a skeleton was all that there was.
When the New York City fiscal crisis
had hit in 1975, there was no response
to issues by the FLP, no discussion of
what had gone wrong, no response to
the needs of the people of New York
City. Those who were left in the party
simply did not have the knowledge of
issues required to do anything about the
fiscal crisis, to address the issues raised.
The intellectual leaders of the party had
earlier left in bitterness and disgust.
The question was, could the FLP be
rebuilt?
The first attempt came in 1977, with
the race for mayor of New York City.
Ann Jackson Weill was nominated, but
questions were raised more and more as
the year progressed about whether or
not the FLP would be able to wage a
formidable campaign. Several key people decided not, and Weill pulled out of
the race, urging FLP members instead
to devote themselves and their energies
to rebuilding the party. Others urged
that there had to be a campaign, both
because it was a key year, and because a
campaign was the only way to build a
party. Neither side won out: William
Lawry was nominated to run in Ann
Jackson Weill's place, and others set out
to do what they felt best for the party.
The party was not rebuilt, nor was there
anything of a campaign. Bill Lawry was
articulate, but, in his few media exposures, his connection to EST was
focused on more than his stands on
issues - stands which were fragmentary
at best. The campaign was a disaster.
The Greenberg campaign this year
promises to be just what the doctor ordered. Gary Greenberg has always been
one of the most intelligent people in the
entire Libertarian Party, a charming
and likeable lawyer who knows the
issues cold, and addresses them in an in-

formative and witty way. He has sent
out a fundraising letter signed by Roger
MacBride, has worked tirelessly to iron
out some of the conflicts in the FLP,
and to rebuild the party around a campaign based on issues. His promotional
material is professionally produced.
Gary Greenberg promises to run a
dynamic campaign. Some of the issues
he will concentrate on in New York include taxes, transportation (particularly
the controversial Westway system in
New York City), pollution, welfare, the
New York City fiscal crisis (as alive
today as ever), and victimless crime
laws, which account for more than 50
percent of the cases in N. Y. criminal
court. He is the only candidate opposed
to federal bailouts of the city government, calling for massive cutbacks in
government programs.
In the area of victimless crime laws,
Greenberg is at his best, showing the
connection between such laws and the
actual crime rate in the city and state.
He has said that his first official act
as governor - if elected - would be to
grant an immediate pardon to everyone
imprisoned in New York State for practicing a victimless crime. The Greenberg campaign newsletter, Grassroots,
emphasized "the repeal of all victimless
crime laws including those that concern
gambling, prostitution (gay or straight),
drugs and voluntary sexual behavior
(again, straight or gay)." Greenberg has
also advocated making Manhattan into
an International Free Trade Zone, and
of creating alternatives to the crumbling
public schools. His campaign, in short,
promises to be dynamic, dramatic,
imaginative, and professionally run.
The campaigns' honorary national
chairpersons are Roger MacBride and
Fran Youngstein, and a host of prominent New York libertarians have taken
positions coordinating and planning the
campaign, including the ever-dedicated
Tom Avery, Sieglinde Kress, and many,
many others. Bill Costello is the Finance
Chair; David Grant, John Doswell, and
Don Hauptman are his consultants for
public relations, media, and promotion. The petition drive will begin on
August 8 and continue for about five
weeks.
Contributions can be sent to: Greenberg for Governor, 15 West 38th Street,
Suite 201, New York, N.Y. 10018. •
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n June 6th, the people of California rose up and
smashed the oppressive system of property
taxes in that state. It was a glorious victory.
They let government officials know that they
were no longer listening to the politicians and
bureaucrats. They fired a shot heard 'round the world, the
opening salvo in the revolt of the taxpayers, and passed
Proposition 13-a constitutional amendment which cuts
property taxes by two-thirds and puts tight reins on the
legal authority of the state and local governments to raise
new taxes. If ever there was a "sense-of-life" issue, this was
it. Voters swarmed to the polls in stunning, nearly unprecedented numbers, swelling with anger and outrage, defying weeks of apocalyptic forecasts, veiled threats, and
naked blackmail attempts by criminal elements in the government, and gave Proposition 13-the Jarvis-Gann initiative-a stunning two-to-one victory. Optimists who had
confidence in the basic good sense of the voters knew it
was going to happen, but the exhilirated gasps and rousing
cheers resounded throughout the state. Victory parties
were everywhere-in the offices of Libertarian Review
hundreds turned out to celebrate-and the people of
California swelled with justifiable pride at their
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courageous thrashing of the opponents of Proposition 13:
every tax-grabbing, parasitic, state-employed and statesupported group in the state, a veritable laundry list of
special interests from the Bank of America to the California State Employees Union.
The valiant leader of the "Yes on 13" forces, the elder
statesman of the tax revolt, Howard Jarvis, said it best:
"We the taxpayers have spoken," he thundered. "To ignore
us is political suicide." And indeed he was right. The
headline writers throughout the state and the nation knew
what had happened. There was no confusion, nothing
complex, nothing mysterious. Here was emotional fuel for
an exhausted, nation, beaten down by taxation and by
government oppression. Here was the greatest libertarian
victory since the end of the draft and the collapse of the
war in Vietnam. But the headlines said it in a nutshell:
"PROP 13 WINS BIG" -San Francisco Chronicle, in a
bold, black banner head.
"IRATE VOTERS OK PROP. 13; Taxpayers Revolt a
Reality" -Oakland Tribune.
And that was just the beginning. The famous shock
waves of Proposition 13-which ignoble court intellec-
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tuals like Walter Heller kept warning about in his television pleas-began to hit, and they were felt across the
nation by a grateful populace. NBC, ABC, and CBS all
featured the tax revolt in lead stories. David Brinkley, in
California for the vote and obviously enjoying the antigovernment sentiment which reigns there these days,
reported on the jubilation, and for once focused a news
story on who would be helped by drastically slashed taxes.
For once, the crocodile tears about the poor, the underprivileged, and the disadvantaged were gone, replaced by
smiling taxpayers. For weeks the California media has
been filled with little else but projections of the effects of
this noble triumph.
The people of California had been told-by more than
400 economists, by a host of state employees using every
dirty trick in the book by their political "leaders," by the
media, by the "new class" -that Proposition 13 would
loose "anarchy" and "chaos" upon California, that it
would end police and fire protection, close libraries and
museums and parks, and further cripple a public school
system already regarded by most as doing a poor job. The
people of California didn't believe it, or they didn't care.
The opponents of tax cuts waged a vicious, well-financed,
professional, manipulative campaign on every level. The
more they talked, the more the people flocked to the banner of Yes ort 13. More than a week before the vote, the
morale of No on 13 forces had visibly collapsed; they knew
they were only going through the motions, that their days
were numbered, that they would lose big. And they did.
Bleeding heart liberal Mary McGrory followed Governor Jerry Brown around on his anti-13 campaign, and
reported that "Brown was constantly meeting policemen
and firemen who told him squarely that they would rather
lose their jobs than their homes. The very people whose
jobs we were told were at stake voted Yes on 13." When
the Los Angeles Times and KNXT-TV News in L.A. conducted a survey immediately after the election to learn
why voters had voted as they had, the results indicated
that nearly 25 percent of the voting public believed
"government provides many unnecessary services." And
those voters had all paid visits to city hall, to the county
hall of administration, to the Department of Motor
Vehicles, to the Post Office. That is why all the bilge about
"essential services" being cut was just so much rot. They
knew that what few worthwhile "services" were being provided by government were provided only at enormous cost
and never with the excellence they could expect at least occasionally from private business.
The voters in California were fed up when they went to
the polls on June 6th-fed up with politicians and with the
accellerating price of keeping them in the style to which
they had unaccountably grown accustomed. "With the
passage of Jarvis," The Berkeley Barb editorialized, "The
whole idea that government provided valuable services to
the people has been called into question, and the public
now seems to view the civil servant with the same distaste
it holds for the tax collector." The vote for Jarvis-Gann,
wrote Peter Shrag in the Sacramento Bee of June 11, was a
"fundamental declaration of no confidence in public officials, public institutions and, in some respects, in the conJuly 1978

ventional democratic process itself."
And within days of the electorate's decision, its lack of
confidence was fully vindicated. First the Brown administration began talking about its budget surplus, which
might be used to aid the financially striken cities and
counties-a surplus of $5.3 billion. But wait a minute, objected the Los Angeles Times: Why had the same officials
estimated the same surplus at only $3.4 billion the week
before the election?There was the stench of rotten fish in
Sacramento.
Then came the admissions of guilt: State Finance Director Roy A. Bell admitted to the Times that Howard Jarvis
hadn't been far off when he accused the opponents of his
proposition of using scare tactics. For example, Bell said,
the Widely publicized UCLA economic forecast-which
had warned just before the election that nearly half a
million Californians would lose their jobs if Proposition 13
passed-wasn't accurate. It had failed-somehow-to take
into account any state budget surplus at all, even the $3.4
billion everyone "knew" was there. And three days after
Bell admitted in public that officials had, ahem, "softpeddled" the amount of state aid local governments could
expect if Jarvis passed, a new UCLA study predicted that
the economy would grow faster in the next year than it
would have if 13 had not passed. The politicians knew that
lower taxes would mean more economic growth, but told
the public the exact opposite. But the people of California,
at least, had learned not to rely any longer on the honesty
of politicians.

The tax revolt spreads
The tidal wave had hit; the California public's disillusionment and distrust was spreading, and with it the spirit
of tax revolt. Time reported (June 26) that a recent New
York Daily News Poll on the question, "How do you feel
about taxes?", touched off the largest response the paper
has ever seen to any such poll. And the majority of the
117,000 replies favored sharp cuts in all taxes: property,
sales, and income. A similar poll in the Boston HeraldAmerican found that nearly 80 percent of those responding
favored a legal ceiling on property taxes. The Charleston
Daily Mail asked its readers if they would approve of major state tax cuts accompanied by curtailment of many
public services; 93 percent of those who responded said
yes.
Voters in Cleveland turned out to turn down a tax
increase to benefit Ohio's largest school district. A petition
campaign is underway in Oregon to put a Jarvis-Gann type
measure on the November ballot. Another is underway in
Colorado, an third in Tennessee. And the June 8 Christian
Science Monitor reported the first steps toward similar action in Utah, Washington, Maine, South Dakota, Illinois,
Hawaii, Texas, Georgia, and Florida. Truly, as California
journalist Arthur Zich put it in the June 12 issue of New
Times, "whatever else 1978 has in store, it will go down as
the year of the Great American Tax Rebellion-the beginning of a new, nationwide Boston Tea Party."
In California and throughout the nation, government
employees and politicians are beginning to react in different ways, neatly dividing into two opposing camps.
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One camp, mostly of unelected officials, wants to let the
taxpayers have it in the teeth. They want to cut where
things will be hurt the most. They want to wreck things, to
punish the taxpayers for their arrogance in voting to keep
the fruits of their labor, to make them crawl and give in to
government oppression. These are the people who want to
break the backs of every proud, independent American,
bending him to the will of the state. These are the people
now attempting to organize the unthinking, to get them to
march and protest against any and every cutback in government expenditures. These are the people who have their
hands around the throats of the American people, and who
will not let go. They claim to represent the interests of "the
people." They claim to be advocates of democracy. But
they are in fact a new elite who would like to bring a fUllfledged despotism to America, where they would reign supreme. These are the people who ought to be summarily
thrown out of office and socially boycotted by anyone
concerned with human liberty, with human welfare, with
human dignity.
The other camp is just ,as hypocritical, but less dangerous. These are the more trendy politicians who have already begun changing their philosophy to match the new
mandate. As Time put it, "a swelling legion of voteconscious politicians across the U.S." is now busily "trying
to look like fiscal conservatives." And for some of them
the changeover has been so abrupt it must have been dizzying. California's Governor Brown-an almost embarrassingly obvious example-was calling Jarvis-Gann "expensive, unworkable and crazy" a week before the election,
and was promising new state taxes to offset the revenue
loss the proposition would bring. Within 24 hours of
Jarvis-Gann's victory, Brown was talking about "the spirit
of 13" and claiming that he not only endorsed the concepts
of "an end to spiraling taxes and an end to spiraling
government spending"-but that he had originated them.
Still, he was able to tell Time a bit later in the month when
he began making cuts in the state budget that "we're cutting into the bone and the marrow." "The cuts," Time
commented, "will mean that there will be no repeat of such
past grants as $1000 for creating an underwater instrument
to serenade whales and dolphins off the coast ... and $700
for a group to stage plays in laundromats."
Jimmy Carter himself has leapt ponderously onto the tax
revolt bandwagon, calling Proposition 13 "a welcome experiment" of which "I certainly don't have any criticism."
These are the people who know that Proposition 13 is
the first step in the antitax revolution, not the last. These
are the people who would like to dance to the tune of the
tax revolt, but really don't know how.

Libertarians and the tax revolt
Libertarians in California were particularly exultant when
Proposition 13 rode to victory . Celebrations in Los
Angeles, San Francisco and elsewhere were rapturous; the
victory celebrations found libertarians and those who had
worked for Yes on 13 throughout the state mixing in good
humor and optimism about the future. There was cheer-
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ing, singing, cavorting, joking, applauding, revelling in the
smashing of the property tax. Paul Gann, the co-author of
and indefatigable campaigner for 13, joined with libertarians in Los Angeles; in San Francisco the Yes on 13
forces joined with libertarians in the LR offices to watch
the returns. Libertarians were proud, and justifiably so, for
here was a cause that they had worked for, a libertarian
cause that had won. They had written and passed out
leaflets, appeared at meetings, debated, asked questions in
the public debates of others, came to rallies, spoken out on
radio and television, manned literature tables, and campaigned for 13 in the streets.
Ed Clark, the LP candidate for governor of California,
spoke out on 13 constantly, appearing with Paul Gann at
rallies and before crowds. Ed Crane, former LP national
chairman ahd the head of the Cato Institute, appeared in
debates and before numerous groups, and spoke out
brilliantly on radio and television, both alone and on
panels. Local libertarian Trevor Pitts mounted an excellent
campaign for Yes on 13 by printing up and distributing-at
meeting after meeting, crowds swarming around-leaflets
and other literature defending 13. A local gay group
started "Gays for Proposition 13," and printed up leaflets
aimed at both gays and straights. I myself spoke on radio,
before groups, and debated the California lobbyist for
Common Cause on Jarvis-Gann before a crowd in Grass
Valley. The only time my opponent got any applause was
when he tried to scapegoat me: I was a member of the
Libertarian Party, he said, and "they are against government!" The audience of several hundred people roared its
approval.
The tax revolt is indeed beginning to get underway. It is
a prime opportunity for libertarians to take charge, to do
in other states what was done in California, to mount a
radical movement to cut all taxes across the board; to cut,
cut, and cut again. Today, we are the Sons of Liberty, men
and women who are the spiritual ancestors of those who
fought and struggled in the American revolution.
When the smoke from this opening battle has cleared,
hard questions are going to be asked. Both the people of
California and its opportunistic politicians are going to
ask: What can we cut? Liberals cannot answer that question. Conservatives cannot answer it. We alone can give
them a list. Let them start with the victimless crime laws
and the vice squads that enforce them. Let them start with
our reckless interventionist foreign policy and the bloated
military budget that bankrolls it. Let them start with those
alphabet agencies of intervention and regulation which are
preventing free competition and are strangling the American economy. And then let them continue dismantling that
system of paternalism and regimentation which victimizes
the majority in this country for the sake of ,a vicious,
parasitic minority.
Then let us take the lead in reversing the ra tchet of
government. Let us get involved with all the talent and
energy at our disposal. Let us be the leaders of a new
revolution not only for Americans, but for the rest of the
world as well. We have it in our power to change the
course of history.
•
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The Collapse ofthe
Public Schools
byJeff Riggenbach

I

n Donald Barthelme's libertarian fable The Dead
Father (1975), Thomas and Julie and Emma are escorting the title character to his final resting place,
when they encounter two ten-year-old children,
Hilda and Lars.

Are you in school? Julie asked the children.
Of course we are in school, Hilda said. Why does everyone
always ask a child if he or she is in school? We are all in school.
There is no way to escape.
Do you want to escape?
Didn't you?

"I think this child is a bit of a smart-ass," the Dead
Father comments. "I shall cause her to be sent to a Special
School, and her rusty-mouthed companion there also." "A
Special School," says the Dead Father, "is the answer."
July 1978

"Is that the kind that looks like a zoo?" Emma asks him.
"There are cages, yes," the Dead Father tells her. "But
we have been experimenting with moats."
The Dead Father, in this surrealist parable, is a symbol
of authority in general (though the authority he exercises is
almost entirely parental and political), and the state of
which he is head exists nowhere on the known Earth. But
anyone who has spent much time in the public elementary
and secondary schools of this country lately will have little
difficulty recognizing the sort of Special School the Dead
Father must have in mind. It is also known as the
American high school.
In all too many instances, this institution is surrounded
by an eight-foot wall topped with another eighteen inches
of barbed wire. There are bars at the windows. There are
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armed guards-and these are not infrequently off-duty
members of the local police department: The chairman of
the National Commission on the Reform· of Secondary
Education, B. Frank Brown, estimated recently that nearly
two-thirds of America's school systems have police on
their payrolls.
The American high school not only looks like a prison;
from the point of view of its inmates (who are incongruously called "students") it is one. When Fortune
magazine editor Charles Silberman investigated American
public education for the Carnegie Corporation nearly a
decade ago, he found that "students in most schools cannot
leave the classroom (or the library or the study hall)
without permission, even to get a drink of water or to go to
the toilet, and the length of time they can spend there is
rigidly prescribed. . .. the corridors are usually guarded
by teachers and students on patrol duty, whose principal
function is to check the credentials of any student walking
through. In the typical high school, no student may walk
down the corridor without a form, signed by a teacher,
telling where he is coming from, where he is going, and the
time, to the minute, during which the pass is valid. In
many schools, the toilets are kept locked except during
class breaks, so that a student not only must obtain a pass
but must find the custodian and persuade him to unlock
the needed facility. (Crisis in the Classroom, 1970)
Or, as one New York high school student put it a year
earlier: liThe main thing that's taught us in school is how to
be good niggers, obey the rules. . .. Not only are we
forced to attend school in the first place, we have to carry
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ID cards at all times, walk on the right" side of the hall, and
if the teacher doesn't want us to, we can't even take a piss!"
(How Old Will You Be in 1984?, Diane Divoky, 1969)
And the only thing that seems to have changed in the
past ten years is that the inmates, in growing numbers,
have begun striking back. Time magazine reported a few
months ago that more than five thousand public secondary
school teachers are attacked by students every month in
this country-and about a thousand of them are seriously
injured. But the public schools' response is not to make
conditions less prison-like in hopes student behavior might
become less inmate-like; far from it. Their response is to
double and redouble the size of patrols, to issue walkietalkies, to establish closed circuit TV, emergency phones in
classrooms, and special isolation classrooms for the
private use of incorrigible IIdisciplinary problems."
Moreover, in so doing, they are apparently only carrying out the mandate by the parents of their charges. Education professors and authors Neil Postman and Charles
Weingartner reported five years ago that 65 percent of
American parents feel the schools are Ilgood", Ilfair" or
Iinot so bad." One year later, the Charles F. Kettering
Foundation's annual "Survey of the Public's Attitudes
Toward the Public Schools" found that 80 percent of those
who have children in the public schools would rate the
schools performance with their children A, B, or C. As
Charles Silberman puts it, ."The United States has the kinds
of schools its citizens have thus far demanded." He cites
the 1969 Louis Harris poll in which the parents of public
high school students frankly conceded that they believe
"maintaining discipline" is more important than allowing
(much less encouraging) "student self-inquiry"-the selfmotivated, self-directed learning of those ideas and skills
the student finds interesting. But the freedom to learn
what, when and as one wishes must be the first premise of
any program of truly libertarian education. Maintaining
discipline, it would seem, is more important than liberty.

The vocal minority
If between 65 and 80 percent of public school parents feel
this way, between 20 and 35 percent feel otherwise. And in
growing, ever more insistent numbers, that minority is
making itself heard. Its members have recently managed to
force reconsideration by Congress of the idea of tuition tax
credits for parents who pay taxes to support the public
schools but feel compelled, out of regard for their children,
to spend further money on private school tuition. The bill,
sponsored by Senators Robert Packwood (Rep.-Ore.) and
Daniel P. Moynihan (Dem.-N.Y.), calling for credits of up
to $250 against college tuition and $100 against private
elementary and secondary school tuition was passed by the
House on June 1. Although the Senate is even more
favorably disposed than the House to such credits, President Carter has threatened to veto any bill which gives tax
credits for tuition below the college level. Even if the
measure falls by the wayside this year, its message remains
as a reminder to politicians in the future: the middle income Americans who, as Senator Moynihan puts it, "pay
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most of the taxes in America and get few of the social services," are increasingly unwilling to pay for the public
schools.
They're not only demanding tuition tax credits: In communities like Toledo, Ohio, where they can swing elections, they're letting the public schools close rather than
OK another cent in taxes or bonds for them. A proposal to
increase property taxes for the Toledo schools has failed
five times in succession in the last few years, even in the
face of certain closures like the ones which struck both that
city and Cleveland last October. And according to
Newsweek (October 31, 1977), experts all over the country
are beginning to recommend that school money be raised
by methods like sales and income taxes that don't depend
on local votes.
They're not only withdrawing their support from the
public schools; they're transferring it to the private
schools. Public school enrollments have been declining
through the 1970s, but private school enrollments have
been stabilizing, even climbing of late-with the 693
member schools of the National Association of Independent Schools enrolling record numbers of pupils in
each of the last three years. And this trend has by no
means been restricted to the wealthy. More than a third of
the students in private elementary schools in this country
now come from families with incomes of less than $7500
per annum, according to Diane Divoky in an article in the
April 17 Inquiry. Victor Solomon, Director of Educational
Affairs for the Congress of Racial Equality, spoke for those
families early this year in testimony before the senate
Finance Subcommittee Hearings on the PackwoodMoynihan Bill: "The capacities of our young people," he
said, "are being stifled as they fall one, two, three, or more
years behind grade level in reading and math skills.... At
the same time we see ... parochial and private schools,
often the neighborhood Catholic school, doing an adequate job, day in and day out, in the same areas as the failing public schools."
They're not only deserting the public schools for private
ones; they're demanding tests to prove graduating seniors
are competent to read Basic English and balance a checkbook before they're given their public school diplomas.
The competency movement" as it's been called has won
laws requiring some sort of proof of "competency" before
graduation in at least 33 states. And the other 17 will
probably come around soon enough: A 1977 Gallup Poll
indicated that 83 percent of elementary and secondary
school parents favor increased emphasis on the "basics" of
education-reading, writing, and arithmetic.
In a few cases, when they feel the public schools have
failed to deliver those basics, they're going to court. In
January of last year, a Long Island couple sued the
Copiague School District for educational malpractice,
seeking a $5 million award on grounds their eighteen yearold son Edward was graduated from high school though he
can neither add nor subtract and cannot read above fourth
grade level. By October, when the Fisher family of Seattle,
Washington decided to follow suit, Newsweek reported
that three other such cases had been filed around the counII
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try during the spring and summer. The concept of educational malpractice is catching on.

Failure upon failure
But while Edward Donohue and Richard Fisher and a few
others are pursuing judicial redress, thousands of other
young Americans are emerging more quietly every year
from the public schools, unable to read and figure well
enough to deal with the ordinary demands of daily living
or of higher education. The average scores of high school
students on the College Entrance Examination Board's
Scholastic Aptitude Test (which purports to measure basic
verbal and mathematical skills) have declined drastically
since 1962. In the decade between the 1965-66 and 1975-76
school years, verbal SAT scores declined, on the average,
from 471 to 429 (some 15 percent, when you consider that
200 is the lowest score given), while math scores fell from
an average of 495 to 471 (some eight percent). During approximately the same time period-as an enlightening
comparison-average per pupil expenditures rose from
about $830 to $1360 (1963-64 to 1973-74, in constant
1973-74 dollars), and the pupil-teacher ratio in elementary
and secondary schools dropped from nearly 25 to about 18
(1959-60 to 1974-75).
At the Berkeley campus of the University of California,
where entering freshmen come from the top one-eighth of
high school graduates, nearly half the freshmen of Fall
'74-the ones graduating this year-needed remedial
English courses. Temple University in Philadelphia reports
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a SO percent increase since the late 1960s in the proportion
of freshmen failing a standard English placement test. And
when the Association of American Publishers recently
issued a pamphlet designed to help college freshmen read
their textbooks more efficiently, they were forced to revise
it for its second printing and adjust its readability to ninth
grade level. It seems the original twelfth grade level text
had been too difficult for most college freshmen.
The reading and figuring required by the business world
are proving too difficult for most of those high school
graduates who do not go on to college. One Bank of
America executive frankly laments (in a U. S. News and
World Report article) the paucity of applicants-many of
whom do hold four-year college degrees-who can spell
and punctuate, much less compose intelligible memos and
reports. The Wall Street Journal recently led an article on
the competency movement with an anecdote about a
typical high school graduate in Gary, Indiana who can't
keep a secretarial job because of her poor reading comprehension.
"There seems to be little correlation," Charles Silberman
writes, "between people's performance on the job and
either the amount of education they have had or the marks
they have received." And according to John Holt, people
are gradually awakening to this fact. "Almost nothing in
experience," Holt writes in Freedom and Beyond (1972),
"supports the widely held idea that by looking at what a
person has done in school we can tell what he will be able
to do outside of school. People understood this once better
than they do now. To be good at school meant only that
you were good in school, a scholar, Le., a 'schooler.' It
suggested that you might do well to spend the rest of your
life in schools or places like school. Today people seem to
assume that being good in school, being able to remember
what the teacher or the book says, being able to guess what
the teacher wants and to give it to him, means that in life
you will be good at almost everything.
The facts are, however, that these versatile "schoolers"
who promise to be "good at almost everything" are little
better than anyone else at the real tasks of life. And if they
happen to be black or brown, the practical consequence of
all their schooling may be as little as $S a week more in
salary than a school dropout doing the same work. In such
situations, we are, it seems to me, entitled to ask, as Paul
Goodman asked over a decade ago: "Is this worth the painful effort of years of schooling that is intrinsically worthless and spirit-breaking?"
Intrinsically worthless? "If one looks at what actually
goes on in the classroom," Silberman writes, "the kinds of
texts students read and the kind of homework they are
assigned, as well as the nature of classroom discussion and
the kinds of tests teachers give-he will discover that the
great bulk of students' time is ... devoted to detail, most
of it trivial, much of it factually incorrect, and almost all of
it unrelated to ... anything other than the lesson plan."
Studying the American Revolution, Silberman found in
three years of studying public elementary schools "means,
of course, memorizing names, dates, places, 'cause' of the
Revolution, and so on-a mass of unrelated data." Study-
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ing literature means summarizing the plots and listing and
describing the major characters and events in tedious
period pieces like George Eliot's Silas Marner, while
discouraging any genuine artistic interest a student may express in fiction -especially in the fiction of his own time.
"Much of what is taught is not worth knowing as a child,
let alone as an adult," Silberman concludes, "and little will
be remembered. The banality and triviality of the curriculum in most schools has to be experienced to be
believed."
But consider: Does it really take 12 years of schooling,
six hours a day, five days a week, 30 or more weeks per
year, to teach a child to read Basic English and balance his
checkbook? These are the goals of the competency movement and, effectively, the skills tested by the various high
school equivalency exams used around the country to certify dropouts who possess the knowledge and skills of high
school graduates. As John Holt has pointed out, almost all
states and territories which employ these tests will administer them only to applicants whose classes have already graduated. That is, they make sure the tests are not
available to students who might use them to prove their
competence and drop out of school "early ." But if they are
competent, why keep them in school? Goodman saw the
reason, and identified it in so many words: to break their
spirits.

Social control
It should, in fact, come as little surprise to the militant
minority of American parents which regards the public
schools with horror that so little meaningful learning goes
on within their walls. It has always been this way, more or
less. From the beginning, the American public school has
been an educational institution only secondarily if at all. It
has always been primarily an institution of social control.
It was in 1862, Murray Rothbard tells us in his "Education, Free and Compulsory," that "Massachusetts established the first comprehensive, statewide, modern system
of compulsory schooling in the United States." But by then
it had been a long time coming. The first compulsory
public schools of any kind on the North American continent had been founded two hundred years before, in the
same place. In 1647, the theocratic state known as the
Massachusetts Bay Colony established public schools for
the explicit purpose of inculcating Calvinist-Puritan principles in the children of the Colony, that they might grow
up to be devout citizens. And within a century all New
England but Rhode Island had imitated Massachusetts's example.
After the Revolutionary War, it was again Massachusetts where vigilance first awakened to the possibility of
disloyalty and wrong thinking. Just as schools had been
necessary to inculcate the theocratic values of Colonial
society, so schools would now be necessary to inculcate
the republican values of the new ruling class. A Bostonbased group of Federalist merchants and lawyers called the
"Essex Junta" campaigned in the 1780s for an extensive
public school system to teach the young "proper subor-
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dination." In 1785, the Reverend Jeremy Balknap counselled neighboring New Hampshire to adopt compulsory
public schools for all, on the grounds that children belong,
not to their parents, but to the state. And as the nineteenth
century dawned, these ideas began gaining in currency.
In 1816, for example, Archibald Murphey called for a
system of public schools similar to the kind he would later
found in North Carolina-a system in which "the state, in
the warmth of her affection and solicitude for their welfare" would teach all children "the precepts of morality
and religion . . . and habits of subordination and obedience." In 1844, the Newburyport, Massachusetts, School
Committee warned the citizens of that community that
"agitation, violence, crime and moral degradation" lay in
their community's future unless they adopted a system of
compulsory public schools "in which the individual is
taught obedience."
By 1852, as has been seen, the citizens of Massachusetts
had decided on the wisdom of this course of action. And in
short order, under the influence of Horace Mann, founding
secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education, and
such other "educationist" reformers as Henry Barnard of
Connecticut, Caleb Mills of Indiana and Samuel Lewis and
Calvin Stowe of Ohio, the rest of the country began falling
into line. By 1917, a New York City public school official
could state baldly that "Public school teachers are state servants. They have obligations to the state higher than those
of ordinary citizens. They must discharge these obligations
actively, not passively. Teachers are in a position
analogous to that of the army and the police force; it is
their business to support organized institutions.... "
By 1920, a New York legislator felt it politically prudent
to announce that "The prime purpose of the public educational system is to prepare students in the public schools to
assume the obligations and duties of citizenship in this
State. The public school teacher is a representative and officer of the State as it now exists. He is employed by that
State to teach loyalty to its institutions and obedience to its
laws."
And, as has been seen, nearly four-fifths of present-day
public school parents believe disciplining students is more
important than giving them the freedom to learn. Their
thinking is firmly in the mainstream of American thought
on public education. Once this is understood, the demands
by the remaining one-fifth of parents that the public
schools educate as well as regiment may be seen as
hopelessly naive, romantic, and deluded. They are rather
like the quaintly idealistic demands of "mental patients"
that they be given "treatment" for the "mental illnesses"
with which they have been "hospitalized."
"Mental hospitals" are jails in which certain kinds of
troublesome people may be locked up and got out of
everybody else's way; the main purpose of the verbal
mumbo jumbo around which the thickets of quotation
marks have sprung in my last sentence is to justify and
evade this elementary fact. The fact of imprisonment is
simultaneously justified and evaded, that is, by calling the
imprisonment "hospitalization," the prison a "hospital",
the prisoner a "patient", his jailers "doctors" and so on.
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Similarly, as John Holt has observed, children and
young people are inherently troublesome and in the way:
"Mom doesn't want them hanging around the house, the
citizens do not want them out in the streets, and workers
do not want them in the labor force. What then do we do
with them? How do we get rid of them? We put them in
schools. That is an important part of what schools are for.
They are a kind of day jail for kids." And this fact of imprisonment and obedience-training is at once justified and
evaded by calling the prison a "school," the jailers
"teachers," the prisoners "students," and the obediencetraining "education." What "students" are taught in the
public "schools" is not reading, writing and arithmetic; it's
docility, obedience, and the capacity to tolerate a life of
stupefying boredom, monotonously performing meaningless routine tasks at the behest of another-the life of a
"student" or of the average worker in today's corporate
state.
One of the more prominent eighteenth century advocates of universal compulsory public schooling was
Massachusetts merchant Jonathan Jackson, who argued in
his Thoughts Upon the Political Situation of the United
States (1788) that society was "one large family" in which a
"father" should hold supreme authority. This is not so far
removed, I submit, from the nightmare symbolism of
Donald Barthelme's Dead Father and his Special Schools.

Turning students off
As I write, the spring semester is drawing to a close at
Pierce College, the largest and most academically respectable of the eight campuses of the Los Angeles Community
College District, and the one at which I am employed
part-time as an instructor in the Media Arts Department.
Pierce was founded 30 years ago as a private agricultural
college on several hundred acres of gently rolling farmland
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in the West San Fernando Valley, about 25 miles from the
inner city of Los Angeles. Today the campus remains
largely agricultural, and to arrive there at 7:30 in the
morning, as I do each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to
teach my writing classes, is to drive through woods and
pasture while the sun's first rays lift the dew from the grass
and the backs of resting cattle and sheep, and the crowing
of a distant cock sweetly pierces the chill air-and all the
time, only blocks away, the faint hum of traffic whizzing
through suburban Woodland Hills on the Ventura Freeway
whines on.
The West San Fernando Valley has become an upper
middle class suburb in the past 30 years-with, thanks to
Pierce and the nearby Northridge Campus of California
State University, a significant academic population. The
public high schools in the West Valley are the best in the
L.A. Unified School District. The 25,000 students at Pierce
are the cream of the L.A. Community College District.
These are the first two sentences of a paper submitted to
me by one of my students, a graduate of a prestigious West
Valley High School: "Every hospital in the United States
must be inspected, accredited, and ·licensed every two
years by varies goverment, state and county agences by
law. If a hospital is not accredited by these agences it will
not recieve a license to operate, thus causing it to close."
Sam is an average student, not a dull one, and his opening sentences, flawed as they are, represent a substantial
improvement over the opening sentences he was submitting three or four months ago. Sam has been one of the
hardest, most dedicated workers in the class-always
meeting assignment deadlines, always attending class,
always asking questions, always showing signs, however
gradual, of improvement as a writer. Of the four students
in the class who are his indisputable superiors, two are
graduates of private schools. (They are also the only private school graduates in the class.) What did the public
schools do to extinguish Sam's natural capacity to learn,
the capacity which reasserted itself feebly in my class in
Writing for Radio and TV?
Because there can be no doubt that's what the public
schools did. I'm in the habit of sharing my own professional assignments with my writing students each semester
or quarter-using the interviews or articles or documentary scripts I'm working on as examples for class discussion
or as the bases for class assignments. And last week, when
I told my eight 0' clock class about this article and asked for
their comments, they were almost pathetically eager to
contribute, as though no one had ever asked their opinions
of the schools before. And their message was exactly that.
Sam laid it on the line.
"I've never done so much homework and put so much
time into school before in my life," he said, "because for
the first time I'm learning what I want to learn."
The chorus of murmured assent from the class appeared
to be universal. Other hands went up; other 18- and 19year-old students commented: the public schools had
never allowed them to study what they wanted to study,
had never allowed them the freedom of self-inquiry. Now,
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in junior college, they were getting a first taste of that
freedom.
For some of these students, going to college had
represented merely a freer, less authoritarian, continuation
of high school, with one subtle difference of emphasis.
Where high school had inculcated in them the patient, unquestioningly subservient character of the ideal corporate
assemblyline worker-Joel Spring has argued, in his
Education and the Rise of the Corporate State (1972) and
The Sorting Machine (1976), that this is the principal function of public schools-junior college was serving as a kind
of half-way house for newly released students, a place
where they could become used to the slightly, but not
radically, freer atmosphere they would later encounter in
defense plants and office buildings, while being kept safely
out of competition for jobs with the existing labor force for
at least two more years. But for others, college had
represented a first opportunity to engage in self-inquiry.
And one of the things they had learned by now was that
the freedom to learn liberated the capacity to learn, and
made them receptive to material they had rejected under
force-feeding.
Is it realistic to suppose that an able student would fail to
learn how to write basic English sentences because he was
refused the opportunity to learn to combine such sentences
into radio and TV scripts? The supposition seems inescapable. Consider the case of the "remarkable private
educational system" as Charles Silberman calls it, "that has
been developing in Harlem and other depressed neighborhoods in New York." It consists of "a series of thirteen
'street academies' ... sponsored by the Urban League and
initially financed by the Ford Foundation, [now financed
mainly by] a group of large corporations, each of which
has taken responsibility for one academy."
Each of these "small storefront schools" is "manned by
one or two teachers," Silberman writes, "in addition to a
street worker, who recruits the students from the streets
and acts as 'motivator, counselor, friend, father disciplinarian, and companion.' The schools are quite informal, the purpose being to get the dropouts 'hooked' on
education, and to provide some skill in the three R's."
And to judge not only by Silberman's account but also
by the account of one of the teachers in the street
academies, the novelist and critic Samuel R. Delany, the
dropouts do get hooked on education.
In his recently published collection of essays, The JewelHinged Jaw, Delany recalls his experience as a remedial
English teacher working with "sixteen and seventeen-year
olds who had never had any formal education in either
Spanish or English" but who had decided to learn to read
English. "Regardless," Delany writes, "after a student had
been in the class six months, I would throw him a full five
hundred and fifty page novel to read, Dmitri Merezhkovsky's The Romance of Leonardo da Vinci" in Bernard
Gilbert Gurney's translation. liThe book is full of
Renaissance history, as well as sword play, magic, and
dissertations on art and science. It is an extremely literary
novel with several levels of interpretation. It was a favorite
of Sigmund Freud (Rilke, in a letter, found it loathesome)
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and inspired him to write his own Leonardo de Vinci: A
Study in Psychosexuality. My students loved it, and with
it, lost a good deal of their fear of Literature and Long
Books."
Public school students, on the other hand, hate Silas
Marner, and with it, learn a good deal of their fear of
Literature and Long Books. And there are two main differences between Delany's students and the public schools'
students-two differences which boil down to one. Delany's students are learning what they want to learnthey're free to do so-and they're being taught by a teacher
who's teaching what and as he wants to teach-he's free to
do so. The public school students, on the other hand, are
learning what they're allowed to learn and are being taught
what their teachers are allowed to teach. "In a number of
respects," Silberman writes, "schools resemble 'total institutions' like hopsitals, armed services, and even prisons.
In all of these, as Philip Jackson [author of Life in
Classrooms, 1968] "one sub-group of their clientele (the
students) are involuntarily committed to the institution,
whereas another sub-group (the staff) has greater freedom"
but is still committed (sometimes involuntarily) to carrying
out the institution's program.
"Schools discourage students from developing the capacity to learn by and for themselves," says Silberman. "Enforced instruction deadens for most people the will for independent learning," says arch-education critic Ivan Illich.
Yes. The schools cannot be educational institutions because they are jails. And the more repressive they become,
the less education they dispense. In the schoolroom, it
would appear, as in the polity, coercion achieves nothing
in the end.
Nothing, that is, except waste, inefficiency and
bungling. I am called upon, in my 9:00 class at Pierce College, to instruct 13 young men and women in the dubious
art of writing news for broadcast. This is an art which, in
the real world, is practiced exclusively upon typewriters.
In the real world, an applicant for a radio or TV newswriting job would be rejected out of hand if he were unable
to type, irrespective of his mastery of the other aspects of
his art. In the storage room adjacent to my classroom are
fifteen typewriters, some in need of repair, all in need of
use. In the classroom itself there are none. I am informed
by the Media Arts Department that no typewriters are
available for use in my classroom. The typewriters next
door are not available. When attempting in class to
simulate the writing conditions which obtain in a
broadcast newsroom, I ask my students to print.
And my plight is not unique. The capacity of government to bungle and bureaucratize any given thing is almost
legendary-and all but indescribable by any means other
than the case in point:
In New York City, Comptroller Harrison Goldin announces that only forty-one percent of the city's $2.9billion education budget is spent on education; fifty-nine
percent is spent on administration, including salaries for
twelve more principals than there are schools.
In a New York classroom, meanwhile, a teacher barters
with the teacher across the hall: coloured chalk, which he
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doesn't need for his class, for a new eraser, which he does
need. If each teacher went to the school system for his supplies, he could expect to wait up to three months for
delivery.
An architect is employed to replace a dilapidated school
in a midwestern city but is forbidden to consult the principal and teachers of the school about their needs, since his
plans must conform to uniform plans drawn up two
generations ago by somebody at headquarters.
And so it goes: the bumbling, incompetent public school
system. Conceived as a prison system; operated as a prison
system; incapable of functioning effectively as an educational institution. Yet the men who run this vast
pedagogical wasteland, the men who regularly spend two,
three, or even four times the average private school expenditure per student for perhaps one-half the result-these
men presume to regulate and to pass judgment upon the
qualifications of those who seek to operate private schools
or to educate their own children at home. And they seek
ever greater sums of stolen money every year for their own
pet projects. In February, President Carter asked Congress
to increase federal spending on elementary and secondary
education from $6-billion a year to $6.9 billion. As Carter
explained it, the money was necessary in 'order to "do a
better job of teaching the basic skills-reading, writing,
and arithmetic-to all our children." Unfortunately, it's
been shown before that money doe~n't teach basic skills,
people do-and only when they're free to teach and to
learn as their own desires move them.
•
leff Riggenbach, who has now joined the staff of LR as
Senior Editor, was imprisoned for eleven years in the
public schools of Pasadena, Texas. He is sending his six
year old stepson to private schools.
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• Which is the best
• Monthly Purchase Plan?
a. Krugerrands
b. Aussie 100's
c. Mexican 50 Pesos
g. All of

•
•

d. Silver Dollars
e. Two of the above
f. Three of the above
the above

"Whatever your answer, our Monthly Purchase Plan is an
excellent opportunity to build solid protection against rising
inflation and the constant threat of an international money
crisis. It's a simple and sensible investment program which is working very well
for a great many people.
Here's how it works for you:
You can buy one or a combination of coins monthly. No minimum, no obligation.
Even if you purchase only one coin per month, you pay the same price as someone
buying in quantity. You'll be billed at the current market price on or about the
24th of each month. Every 2nd month you'll receive your coins by registered
insured mail.
Remember, you're under no obligation. If you wish to skip a month or to cancel, a
simple phone call to me, prior to the 24th of the month, is all you need do.
Start building your inflation insurance now. To set up your personal Monthly
Purchase Plan, call me today."
BUD REED
We are coin brokers and we have the low premium gold coins. The
Krugerrands, Austrian and Hungarian i00-Coronas, Mexican 50, 20,
10 and 2-Peso gold coins, Austrian 20-Coronas, 4-Ducat and i-Ducat
coins, and British Sovereigns. We guarantee quoted prices, safe
delivery and authenticity of every coin we sell.

BUD REED
1604 MICHIGAN NATIONAL TOWER
LANSING, MICHIGAN 48933
1-800-248-5952 New Toll Free number.
Michigan residents please call 1-517-484-3198
For Hlore illfonnatioll, {{7rite for our free brochure.
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Raiding the Newsroom
•••and your doctor's, lawyer's,
and clergyman's offices will be next

by Marshall E. Schwartz
ne quiet Monday afternoon in April 1971, four
Palo Alto, California, police officers entered the
offices of the Stanford Daily, the student
newspaper of Stanford University, and presented
the handful of staff members there with a search
warrant signed by Municipal Court Judge J. Barton Phelps.
They were looking for photographs of a confrontation between protesters and police three days before, at the end of
a sit-in at Stanford University Hospital, which they (erroneously) believed had been taken by Daily photographers.
Within minutes, they began their search, and spent nearly
an hour rummaging through photo files, cabinets, wastebaskets, and the desks of several editors and reporters,
without success.
Although the Daily search was unprecendented at the
time, it was to be just the first of at least 11 searches by
warrant of media offices for documents, photographs, or
film in the next seven years. The Daily decided to battle for
their First and Fourth Amendment rights in court, and won
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two battles in Federal District Court and two in the U. S.
Court of Appeals.
On May 31 the Supreme Court brought down upon itself the combined wrath of the entire United States press
establishment by overturning the lower court decisions
and ruling that all the police need to have to walk into any
newspaper office-or anyone else's home or office, for that
matter-in search of a supposed piece of evidence, is a
warrant from some friendly magistrate.
Ed Kohn, a plaintiff in the original suit and a former
Daily managing editor (now a reporter for the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch), dubbed the decision "Richard Nixon's
greatest legacy": The majority in the 5-3 Supreme Court
vote was composed of the four Nixon appointees (Warren
Burger, Harry Blackmun, Lewis Powell, and William
Rehnquist) and John F. Kennedy's football-playing buddy
from Harvard, Byron "Whizzer" White.
Coming on the heels of the Court's 1967 decision in
Warden v. Hayes (which, for the first time, permitted law
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enforcement officials to use warrants to search the home or
office of someone not even suspected of a crime for "mere
evidence"-rather than just for the tools or proceeds of a
crime) and its 1972 opinion in Branzburg v. Hayes (which,
declared that newsmen, like everyone else, were subject to
being subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury-although
such a subpoena could be contested on First Amendment
grounds), Zurcher v. The Stanford Daily may be the
strongest bar yet forged for the prison otherwise known as
the American Police State.
The Washington Post called the decision "the right to
rummage" in its editorial. Bill Thomas, editor of the Los
Angeles Times, declared it was "an incredible decision, a
terrible decision. I find it hard to believe that a rational
court could issue it." Bob Healy, executive editor of the
Boston Globe, asked: "What are you going to do? You're
going to have to keep your notes in your pocket." And the
Post's executive editor, Ben Bradlee, asserted that under
such a ruling "the Pentagon Papers could never have been
published. The police would have entered newspaper offices and siezed them, before newspapers could bring the
facts to the people. If this decision were in force during
Watergate, it requires no stretch of the imagination to see
police in these offices on a regular basis on a fishing expedition for Messrs. Nixon, Haldeman, Ehrlichman and company. The requirement of a warrant is no real protection,
for the government can always find a judge to issue a warrant. It's just plain awful."
The New York Times, among others, correctly identified
the attack launched on the Fourth Amendment and the individual's right to privacy as a more serious assault than
the Court's new incursions against the First Amendment.
In his column of June 8, Anthony Lewis of the Times professed that it is "a fundamental mistake ... for the press to
argue that it is entitled to different and better treatment
under the Constitution. The First Amendment also protects the right of professors and pamphleteers and ordinary
citizens to write and speak freely." He then explained that
any search may be barred as "unreasonable" by the Fourth
Amendment-"if, for no urgent criminal law need, it damages other constitutional values: privacy, for example, or
First Amendment rights." And the Times itself
editorialized that since the aforementioned Hayden decision, it has become "more probable that searches would
disrupt the lives of innocent parties who might readily
come into possession of evidence of crime; it was open to
the Court in the Stanford Daily case to require special procedures safeguarding their interests. Instead, the Court
would now allow officials to treat the law-abiding like
criminals" (emphasis added).
What better description could there be of the way a
police state operates?

Subpoenas vs. warrants
The Stanford Daily's case relied in part on the argument
that a warrant should never be used against the press, if
not suspected of a crime, when a subpoena was sufficient.
Thus, if there was no reason to believe the third party-in
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this case, the press-would destroy the evidence instead of
producing it in court, a warrant was "unreasonable," and
therefore not permitted under the Fourth Amendment.
Justice White, writing for the majority, presented a
rather restricted view of the history of the Fourth Amendment:
Aware of the long struggle between the Crown and the press and
desiring to curb unjustified official intrusions, the Framers took
the enormously important step of subjecting searches to the test
of reasonableness and to the general rule requiring search warrants issued by neutral magistrates. They nevertheless did not
forbid warrants where the press was involved, did not require
special showings that subpoenas would be impractical, and did
not insist that the owner of the place to be searched, if the press,
must be shown to be implicated in the offense being investigated.

Justice John Paul Stevens, in his dissenting opinion, delved
further into the amendment's history (arising from Crown
efforts to search press offices for evidence of "seditious
libel") and thereby showed just how deeply our judicial
concept of privacy has eroded over the last two centuries:
The Amendment contains two clauses, one protecting "persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures," the other regulating the issuance of warrant: "no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized." When these words were
written, the procedures of the Warrant Clause were not primary
protection against oppressive searches. It is unlikely that the
authors expected private papers ever to be among the "things"
that could be seized with a warrant, for only a few years earlier,
in 1765, Lord Camden had delivered his famous opinion denying
that any magistrate had power to authorize the seizure of private
papers. Because all such seizures were considered unreasonable,
the Warrant Clause was not framed to protect against them.

The spirit of Classical Liberalism in eighteenth century
England led Lord Camden to adopt his stand on seizures:
"Papers are the owners' goods and chattels; they are his
dearest property; and are so far from enduring a seizure,
that they will hardly bear an inspection.... Where is the
written law that gives any magistrate such a power?"
These same principles underlie the libertarian position on
subpoenas and warrants: Nothing is subject to seizure-by
either subpoena or warrant-unless it is directly connected
with a crime (either the proceeds or products of the crime,
or the instruments used to perpetrate it), and no one's
property is subject to search unless that person is involved
in the crime.
This position implies that just as the seizure of "mere
evidence" from unincriminated third parties is prohibited,
so is the seizure of verbal evidence from such individuals:
i. e., testimony cannot be coerced, so no third party can be
subpoenaed to testify. Certainly, they should be asked to
appear in court, but there are two key reasons why it is immoral to coerce testimony. First, if we are free to speak
what we want, why does the principle change if we want to
say nothing? Freedom of speech necessarily includes the
freedom of silence. Secondly, forcing a witness to testify
may jeopardize that person's safety. How many government witnesses have been assassinated before they took the
stand? And how many others have developed defective
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memories after receiving sufficient threats? Evidence used
in criminal proceedings, in short, must be gathered within
the framework of full respect for individual rights.
In fact, this latter point has direct bearing on the Daily
case itself. It is connected to an editorial position printed
by the student newspaper in February 1970. The paper's
photographers had been barred from campus meetings
because the participants feared that pictures taken might
prove to be incriminating and would later be subpoenaed
as evidence. The Daily then declared that, although it
would "print newsworthy photographs regardless of their
potential for incrimination," unpublished "negatives which
may be used to convict protestors will be destroyed. We
feel that a fine line can and should be drawn at this point
between journalistic responsibility and cooperation with
government authorities in protests that are often directed
against the government .... The Daily feels no obligation
to help in the prosecution of students for crimes related to
political activity. Our purpose is to gather information for
our readers, not for police files."
But the Daily's ability to have its photographers admitted to meetings of campus radical groups who wanted
to forestall police retaliation was not the only reason for
the newspapers unique policy: For some time, the paper's
staff had suffered well-justified anxiety from a variety of
threats of violence against themselves and the paper's office from some of the more physical protesters (of a variety
of left-wing persuasions). During the last "riot season"
before the policy was established-spring of 1969-Daily
photographers refused to take incriminating photos at a
massive demonstration at Stanford Research Institute offices in Palo Alto because of threats that had previously
been made against them and several editors. (Apparently,
one of the defendants in the Daily's original suit, Santa
Clara County Deputy District Attorney Craig Brown, had
attempted unsuccessfully to subpoena such incriminating
photographs. In an affidavit, he declared his belief that
these photos had been"deleted" from files containing shots
that had been printed.)

Protecting the innocent
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Palo Alto plainclothes policeman examines netatives in the
office of The Stanford Daily during the 1971 search.
crime] was routinely obtained by procedures that presumed that
the custodian would respect his obligation to obey subpoenas
and to cooperate in the investigation of crime. These procedures
had constitutional dimensions. For the innocent citizen's interest
in the privacy of his papers and possessions is an aspect of liberty
protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Notice and opportunity to object to the deprivation of the
citizen's liberty are, therefore, the constitutionally ·mandated
general rule. An exception to that rule can only be justified by
strict compliance with the Fourth Amendment. That Amendment
flatly prohibits the issuance of any warrant unless justified by
probable cause.

What, then, did the Supreme Court have in mind in 1967
when it trimmed away part of this right in the Hayden
decision, by allowing the use of warrants to search the person and property of innocent third parties, in some instances, for documentary evidence alone? That decision
declared that, for this newly spawned police power to bear
the Court's stamp of approval,

Even if one should grant the state the right to subpoena innocent third parties-feeling that each individual
somehow has the responsibility to assist in the identification, apprehension, and prosecution of someone who has
initiated force or fraud-why does this extend to the right
of warrant? And why should it apply to a function-that
of the press-which is the only one given special status by
the Constitution?
A subpoena, in effect, requires the recipient to cooperate
with the state in enforcing its laws. A warrant goes much
further: it is the ultimate intrusion of the state into the
privacy of the individual, placing either the innocent individual himself or his property in the hands of the state
for some defined or even indeterminate period of time. As
Justice Stevens pointed out in his dissenting opinion,
In the pre-Hayden era, evidence of that kind [documentary

Justice Stevens considered "police purposes" in a different light than the majority of his colleagues. To him,
there was no case for a warrant-no "probable cause" to
outweight the individual's right to privacy guaranteed by
the Fourth Amendment-except in one specific set of conditions:

evidence, rather than the "fruits or instrumentalities" of the

The only conceivable justification for an unannounced search of
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There must, of course, be a nexus-automatically provided in the
case of fruits, instrumentalities or contraband-between the item
to be seized and criminal behavior. Thus, in the case of "mere
evidence," probable cause must be examined in terms of cause to
believe that the evidence sought will aid in a particular apprehension or conviction. In so doing, consideration of police purposes
will be required.
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an innocent citizen is the fear that, if notice were given, he would
conceal or destroy the object of the search. Probable cause to
believe that the custodian is a criminal, or that he holds a
criminal's weapons, spoils, or the like, justifies that fear, and
therefore such a showing complies with the Clause. But if
nothing said under oath in the warrant application demonstrates
the need for an unannounced search by force, the probable cause
requirement is not satisfied.

Here, perhaps, the Daily's announced policy of destroying unused photos that might be incriminating, after the
appropriate issue of the paper was published, might have
been grounds for "probable cause." But this information
was never even presented to the judge who issued the warrant. Moreover, Palo Alto Police Chief James Zurcher,
another defendant, had been informed two days before the
search of the Daily offices, and only an hour or so after the
key confrontation between demonstrators and police at the
Stanford Hospital, that the only individual with
photographs of the clash was a Stanford Police photographer, Nick Brunot. (Zurcher had been so informed by
Bob Beyers, long-time director of the Stanford News Service, who appeared on the scene just as the demonstrators
broke out from behind barricades that had been erected.)
Brunot reports that the Palo Alto police didn't come
around to see his photos until "a week or ten days after the
event."
The only other possible justification the police might offer for invading a person's privacy to obtain "mere evidence" is an urgent need for speed in identification of a
criminal. If they could afford to wait so long to see
Brunot's photos, that situation clearly· couldn't have applied. Perhaps a more complete view of the police and district attorney's philosophy in such matters can be obtained
by considering their action in a separate incident two years
later. In October 1972, Federal District Court Judge Robert
Peckham ruled that the Daily search violated the First and
Fourteenth Amendments, but had refused to grant an injunction because all the defendants were "respected members of the community" so he expected "that this decision
would be honored." Just seven months later, investigators
for the DA's office, armed with a search warrant, searched
the patient files at Stanford Hospital's psychiatry clinic.
They were looking for the records of a patient who was the
victim of a sexual assault-despite the fact that a subpoena
had been issued to the patient's doctor for those very records, and was still outstanding!
One might take these perversions of justice to be isolated
incidents, were it not for the examples presented in the
other ten cases of warranted police searches of media offices since the Daily incident. In few of them could the
police make even a doubtful case that the newspaper or
radio station might destroy or hide the evidence in question, and in none of them could they claim the need for instant identification for fear the suspects would otherwise
escape their grasp.
While the implications of the Supreme Court's decision
in Zurcher v. The Stanford Daily are frightening for the
average citizen, they have especially dire overtones for the
media.
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The role of the press
When the Branzburg decision first exposed newsmen to the
threat of subpoena, Justice Powell was the key vote;
without his support, the decision would have gone the
other way. He felt the case was important enough to write
a separate concurring opinion, in which he carefully
delineated what he felt was the relationship between First
Amendment rights and the state's law enforcement needs:
The Court does not hold that newsmen, subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury, are without constitutional rights with respect
to the gathering of news or in safe-guarding their sources. Certainly, we do not hold, as suggested in the dissenting opinion,
that state and federal authorities are free to "annex" the news
media as 'an investigative arm of government'. The solicitude
repeatedly shown by this Court for the First Amendment freedoms should be sufficient assurance against any such effort....
Indeed, if the newsman is called upon to give information bearing only a remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the
investigation, or if he has some other reason to believe that his
testimony confidential source relationsryips, without a legitimate
need of law enforcement, he will have access to the Court on a
motion to quash and an appropriate protective order may be
entered. The asserted claim to privilege should be judged on its
facts by the striking of a proper balance between freedom of the
press and the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony
with respect to criminal conduct.

Thus, said Mr. Justice Powell, when we grant the power
to subpoena, no blanket exemption is given to the press.
But newsmen may contest such subpoenas on the grounds
that their First Amendment rights outweigh government
(read "police") needs, through the traditional adversary
(read "lawyer vs. lawyer") proceedings before a judgewho, through natural inclination, rates to be more supportive of the state than of the press. Yet now, in Zurcher
v. The Stanford Daily, Justice Powell and his colleague
seem to be saying that even this minimal protection for the
press is no longer required.
Justice White's majority opinion did direct any court
presented with a petition for a warrant to "apply the warrant requirements with particular exactitude when First
Amendment interests would be endangered by the search."
The Court felt that no adversary proceeding was necessary
because "properly administered, the preconditions for a
warrant . . . should afford sufficient protection against the
harms that are assertedly threatened by warrants for
searching newspaper offices." Wouldn't this place confidential press sources in greater jeopardy than the prior
Branzburg decision? No, wrote Justice White, for
if the requirements of specificity and reasonableness are properly
applied, policed, and observed, will there be any occasion or
opportunity for officers to rummage at large in newspaper files
or to intrude into or to deter normal editorial and publication
decisions. The warrant in this case authorized nothing of this
sort. Nor are we convinced, anymore than we were in Branzburg
... , that confidential sources will disappear and that the press
will suppress news because of fears of warranted searches.
Whatever incremental effect there may be in this regard if search
warrants, as well as subpoenas, are permissible in proper circumstances, it does not make a constitutional difference in our
judgement.
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Justice White's observation appear to be somewhat
divorced from reality. As the federal district court
observed in deciding the Daily case, a "search for particular photographs or notes will mean rummaging
through virtually all the drawers and cabinets in the office." And indeed that's just what happened when the four
Palo Alto officers searched the Daily for nonexistent
negatives. In the process, they admittedly picked up and
looked at confidential notes and papers totally unrelated to
the item they wanted-although they claimed not to have
read any of this material, merely to have examined it closely enough to see that it wasn't what they were after. (Since
when does a typed or handwritten sheet resemble a strip of
35-millimeter negatives?)
But how well, after all, can a Supreme Court justice be
expected to understand the workings of a newspaper or a
radio or TV news operation? Consider instead the
testimony of a few professionals, in affidavits presented in
the case. "The extension of the news office from a news
gathering function to an investigative agency of the
authorities is terrifying," declared Walter Cronkite.
"Professional news gathering facilities cannot be permitted
to be used as evidence gathering agencies in either criminal
or civil proceedings without losing all trace of the independence and integrity on which the journalistic profession is founded." And Fred Mann, a former Daily editor
who is currently director of the California News Bureau,
added that "a paper loses all credibility when it acts or is
compelled to act in the express interests of one group
against another." This theme was echoed by Los Angeles
Times Managing Editor Frank Haven: "To the extent that a
newspaper, its personnel and files are used by defense or
prosecution, ... the credibility of the newspaper is lost
and it comes to be viewed as simply another agent of
whichever side has chosen to involve the newspaper."
And what of the threat of lost confidential sources? New
York Times reporter Douglas Kneeland summed up the
problem succinctly:
The more sophisticated sources know that newsmen may be subject to subpoena; but they also know that recent court opinions
provide a basis for lawful challenge to subpoenas. On the other
hand the intrusion of a search is indiscriminate; its scope and
propriety cannot be judicially tested in advance; and the mere
possibility of its use renders vulnerable all confidential materials.

Even if, post facto, the warrant is declared illegal by a
judge, whatever confidential information the police or
district attorney's men have seen cannot be expunged from
their brains.
In its essence, the ruling makes all newsmen into police
investigators ex officio. This is a bitterly ironic state of affairs. It is perfectly true that a newsman, like any other individual, may see or hear something that can be considered
as evidence in the investigation of or prosecution for a
crime. Thus, if one grants the state the power to subpoena
testimony from any innocent third party, it should logically follow that a member of the press-when his or her observations were made while doing nothing unique to the
journalistic profession, nothing that an ordinary citizen
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might not do-should be equally subject to subpoena. But
here we are dealing with records of events: photographs,
notes, film, outtakes, etc.-records which were made solely because of the function of the press, a function apparently protected by the First Amendment. If the press
had not been carrying out its role of gathering information
for dissemination to the public, the records would not
exist. If the press clause of the First Amendment is to have
any real meaning, how can such materials be subject to
warrant?

Privacy and the police state
Of course, why should constitutional guarantees of
freedom of the press and freedom of speech be respected if
other, equal guarantees like the right to privacy are no
longer honored, either? And that particular right, proclaimed by the Fourth Amendment and slowly eroded over
the years by other Court decisions, has now been nearly
eradicated by Zurcher v. The Stanford Daily.
As the Washington Post trumpeted in its editorial the
day after the Court handed down its pronouncement (Incidental inquiry: Is the phrase "handed down" traditionally used in reference to the Supreme Court because it conjures up the image of God handing down the Ten Commandments to Moses?), "What the court has said is that if
the police can convince a judge there is probably cause to
believe evidence of a crime is contained in your private
files-a crime not committed by you but by anyone, anytime, anywhere-they can rummage through your papers
and premises until they find it, or choose to abandon the
search."
Privacy is dead. And privacy is the one true enemy of
the police state: where the interests of the state outweigh
any private interests; where the first goal of the state is the
maintenance of order; and where, to maintain order as efficiently as possible, the state must know everything that
its citizens (read "prisoners") do. Justice White and his colleagues put it a different way:
[We] are unpersuaded that the District Court's new rule denying
search warrants against third parties and insisting on subpoenas
would substantially further privacy interests without undermining law enforcement efforts. Because of the fundamental public
interest in implementing the criminal law, the search warrant, a
heretofore effective and constitutionally acceptable enforcement
tool, should not be suppressed on the basis of surmise and
without solid evidence supporting the charge.

In other words, law and order supersedes privacy when the
two come into conflict. Since obtaining a subpoena to
gather evidence, especially if the person being subpoenaed
contests the court order, may delay the police, slow down
the juggernaut of law and order, that is sufficient reason to
sweep privacy and individual liberty aside.
•

Marshall E. Schwartz is executive editor of LR and a
former editor of The Stanford Daily.
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Anti-drug madness
by Richard Ashley
Sensual Drugs, by Hardin and Helen
Jones. Cambridge University Press, 373
pp., $3.95.

How public policy on psychoactive
drugs could ever have reached such
heights of absurdity is made plain by the
examples of what passes for "expert"
Agency of Fear: Opiates and Political knowledge about them, and the enPower in America, by Edward Jay Ep- forcement of the prohibitions against
stein. G.P. Putnam's Sons, 352 pp., them, - as evidenced by Sensual Drugs
$9.95.
and Agency ofFear.
"The distinction between medicines
The war against nonalcoholic drugs and the sensual drugs," write Hardin
got under way over a century ago with and Helen Jones-a team comprising a
the passage of the first prohibition professor of medical physics and physiagainst prepared (smoking) opium. The 010gy at the University of California,
ensuing conflict has been the longest Berkeley, and his wife and helpmatesustained losing effort in American his- "is simple. Sensual drugs are those that
tory. We now have prohibitions against the body has no need for, but that give
hundreds of drugs, a multi-billion dol- the user a strong sense of pleasure."
lar drug-law enforcement program, and Simple, yes; distinctive, no. For if the
life· sentences for drug sellers. And we body does need medically prescribed
have more drugs available and more tranquilizers, depressants, and stimdrug users than ever before.
ulants, surely it can equally need such
The latest light at the end of the substances when they are selftunnel- destroying dope at the source prescribed. And if they give pleasure in
with the highly toxic herbicide para- one case, they surely do so in the other.
quat - involves the deliberate poisoning The distinction drawn by the Joneses is
of citizens by their government. America financed and supervised the spraying
of Mexican marijuana fields knowing
that a significant portion of the sprayed
weed would be exported to this country
and smoked by Americans. (By the government's own figures, 20 percent of the
marijuana coming in from Mexico is
contaminated by paraquat. As many as
half of the samples tested in California
have contained this herbicide.) As of
this writing there are no verified
fatalities from smoking paraquat, but
there are several verified cases of fibrosis
of the lungs. Were it not so obscene, the
Alice-in-Wonderland logic at work here
would be good for a few laughs. The
prohibitionists, after all, have always
contended that marijuana is a dangerous drug - and now they have fulfilled
their own prophecy for anyone unfortunate enough to smoke their handiEdward]. Epstein
work.
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one drawn by moral fiat, not by differences of kind. The authors simply
don't believe we have the right to
prescribe our own medicines. To convince us that the doctors and the
government know what's best for us,
they set out to prove that, when left to
our own ill-inform.ed choices, we use

substances - sensual drugs -which
"diminish the power of the brain to
function in a normal, healthy way."
Marijuana users, for example, are
"susceptible to any sexual invitation and
lack the will to resist." And since marijuana "upsets motor coordination, causing unsteady hands, a change in gait,
and a lag between thought and facial
expressions," these pushovers are easy to
spot, too. Who would be attracted to
them is another question: "Chronic,
heavy users of marijuana have dry scaly
skin much like that produced by thyroid
hormone deficiency." Which, considering that "three people in six who use
marijuana are likely to become addicted," bodes ill for our success in the
international beauty sweepstakesbodes extremely ill in as much as the
stuff is hard to kick: "If the use of marijuana is discontinued after two weeks of
heavy use, the decline in THC levels on
abstinence is marked enough to cause
pronounced withdrawal symptoms."
All of these assertions -like most of
those which fill the pages of Sensual
Drugs - are contrary to the common experience of humankind, a species which
includes drug researchers of all persuasions.
Still,.how can you get mad at a couple
so wondrously naive as to believe that
DOM (4 methyl 2,5 dimethoxyamphetamine), otherwise known as STP, was
"originally synthesized as a motor oil additive"? Far removed from reality as
they are, the comments by the Joneses
on psychedelics saved me from an embarrassing blunder. Had they remained
silent here, nothing could have persuaded me that the publication date was
anything more than a typographical error. And I would have received this
piece of neo- "reefer madness" as a
reprint of an original first concocted
during the prime of Harry Anslinger.
A pair of academic vaudevillians
dancing to the myths of the 1930s, the
Joneses at any rate provide boffo laughs
on every page. Only their publisher and
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similarly disadvantaged types could take
them seriously. And anyone simple
enough to act on the information they
give is too simple to be warned off by the
truth. Edward Jay Epstein, on the other
hand, is the prototypical establishment
gunslinger who, under the guise of the
thinking man's investigative reporter,
blinds us with a dazzling array of
facts - all of which miraculously miss
the heart of the matter.
His Agency of Fear persuasively
documents how the Nixon administration' after learning that it lacked the
constitutional power to deliver on its law
and order campaign promises, moved to
sieze that power by declaring a war
against heroin and recruiting a national
secret police force (the current Drug
Enforcement Administration), directly
responsible to the White House, to fight
it. The war was sold to the public by an
impressive list of "experts" who declared
that (1) most street crime was committed by addicts looking for the money
to supply their habits; (2) that the
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number of addicts was rising daily; (3)
that if the heroin traffic was stopped,
the crime rate would drop dramatically;
and (4) that the heroin traffic could be
stopped. And this public relations effort
was continued in the face of mounting
evidence that all these assumptions were
woven out of whole cloth.
In Epstein's opinion, had Watergate
not sent Nixon scurrying home to San
Clemente, the president would have
used his secret police force to establish a
totalitarian regime. Good old Watergate. It saved us, and whatever our
favorite whipping boy intended his
Gestapo to be, it simply became, in Epstein's words, "a protean manifestation
of the earlier narcotics agencies." In
short, apart from the shortcomings inherent in an agency designed to enforce
a public policy based on faulty assumptions, there's nothing much wrong with
the DEA. By the same logic, there's
nothing much wrong with Epstein's
book. It does give an accurate account
of how an unscrupulous administration
used the "menace of drugs" for its own
nefarious ends. Yet this account is so
superficial that it fails to touch the
foundations of the subject it purports to
address.
Agency of Fear, after all, is subtitled
"Opiates And Political Power In
America" - a promise, at least a strong
hint, that the author intends to go to the
heart of the matter. Hit a home run
anyway. But not only does Epstein strike
out, he doesn't even get the bat off his
shoulder. He fails to see, or flagrantly
omits saying, that we didn't need a
Nixon to import. totalitarian notions of
drug law enforcement; that drug law
enforcement is totalitarian - necessarily
so. Its very nature is so quintessentially
fascistic that to imply it can be reformed
is as absurd as proposing reforms for
concentration camps.
Consider: The sale and possession of
prohibited drugs are activities by or between consenting parties, none of whom
have an interest in filing a complaint
with the authorities. That is, they
are - by definition - victimless crimes.
Moreover, they are private activities,
usually conducted behind closed doors.
How· then can the police know when,
where, and by whom a drug crime has
been committed? Well, with a few exceptions like stumbling across one in the

course of an unrelated investigation, or
seeing one committed right under their
noses, they can't know. Unless, of
course, they have prior information.
Which they do. Eighty-five to 90 percent of all drug busts - and there were
some 500, 000 last year - are the result
of informer activity. Informers identify
targets for Wiretapping and electronic
surveillance,
introduce
undercover
narcs to sellers, vouch for their credentials, and, in general, keep their

By its nature, drug
law enforceDlent is
so quintessentially
fascist that to iDlply
it can be reforDled is
as absurd as it is to
propose refornts for
concentration cantps.
employers in business. As one veteran
narc put it, "They're our bread and butter. Without them we'd have to close up
shop."
Few members of the informer army
volunteer for duty. They are arrested
and then given the choice of prison or
cooperating with the authorities. "Cooperate" is a pleasant word, but there is
nothing pleasant about it in this context. Here it means identifying and setting up your friends and associates to be
busted by your narc employer. For who
else can we betray except those who
know and trust us? Such cooperation,
however, is not hard to induce. The
Draconian sentences imposed on drug
offenders gives the state all the leverage
it needs.
Coerced informing, in short, is the
necessary foundation of drug law enforcement. Nothing is more antithetical
to democratic principles, nothing more
alien to our constitution than the state
frightening citizens into acting as dishonorably as a person can - saving their
own necks at the price of someone else's.
In a land founded as a citadel of pri-
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vate liberty against state power, there
can be no greater denial of our heritage.
For those who have forgotten, the Pilgrim fathers came here to escape the coerced informing imposed upon them by
the high commission and star chamber,
the instruments used by the English
crown to root out and repress religious
and political dissent. Witnesses called
before them were given the choice of
answering the questions put them by the
crown's agents or going to jail. And
since the inquisitors invariably asked for
the names of others who believed as the
witness did, the choice came down to
jailor sending one's friends there.
Believing neither alternative compatible
with freedom or survival, the Pilgrim
fathers fled England and came to
America.
We, their decendants, were spared
such systematic coercion by the state until 1919-20 when the enforcement of the
Harrison Narcotics Act got under way
in earnest. And we have suffered this
un-American activity for more than
three-quarters of a century now, with
few Americans other than the victims
having any idea of what is happeninghardly surprising considering the shallowness of those upon whom we depend
for information. Epstein, in his 352page treatise on the misuse of the drug
laws, devotes only a single page to the
informer system. And so minimal is his
awareness that, after noting the corrupt
relationship which generally exists between agents and informers, he concludes the discussion by telling us how
John Ingersoll (then chief of the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, an
agency later incorporated by Nixon into
the DEA) "after studying the problem,
was determined not only to replace all
the agents who had become entangled
with their informers but also to do away
with the informer system itself." Do
away, that is, with drug law enforcement. Sure.
Put another way, Epstein's understanding of what drug law enforcement
is all about is on a par with Nixon's
understanding of presidential responsibility.
•

Richard Ashley is the author of Cocaine
(St. Martin's Press) and Heroin (Griffin).
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Taxation and
prosperity
by Christopher Weber
The Way the World Works, by Jude
Wanniski. Basic Books, 303 pp.,
$12.95.
It is an unusual event indeed when the
gold standard is advocated on the
editorial pages of a widely-read and influential daily. And yet that's just what
happened in the Wall Street Journal a
few months back. The editorial, entitled "Barbaric Relic or Golden Anchor?", answered that query decidedly
with the latter alternative. Its author,
Jude Wanniski, an associate editor of
the Journal for several years now, is
perhaps the most interesting and original of all financial writers whose work
appears in the establishment press. To
people with conventional ways of thinking, his efforts are often provocative.
Further, he possesses a fine writing style,

a rare thing in any financial writer.
Finally, and most unusual of all, he is a
generalist, who recoils at the pervasive
specialization of knowledge and, in his
words, understands "the enormous costs
to the world of fragmentation and the
enormous benefits that would accrue
through unification." All of these
qualities, particularly the last, are
manifest in his new book, as can easily
be gleaned by the title: The Way the
World Works.
W oven through the book is the idea
that a high tax or tariff rate will cause
the level of production to stagnate,
along with living standards. Coupled
with this are his ideas that inflation
results when government drops its gold
restraint. Actually, then, the world
works only when government reduces its
crushing grip on the productive energies
of the people.
In the book's strongest suit, Mr. Wanniski gives example after detailed exampIe of how, throughout history and on
every continent, the slashing of taxes
caused advancement-economic, political, and cultural. Conversely, massive
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tax increases have caused poverty to
fester and civilizations to collapse.
Before we get on with those graphic
examples, however, a warning is due.
Libertarians certainly believe that taxes
have crushed mankind for ages. We see
them as the nourishment of an institution - the state - whose only power is to
mangle or destroy the productive energies of the world's people; destroy what
Albert Jay Nock called "social power."
"State power" can create nothing; it can
only take what individuals have produced and use it to its own ends. Sometimes those ends are those the individual
would have himself wanted: roads,
schools, hospitals, etc. But if the demand for a service exists, we believe that
the voluntary actions of the market can
provide it better. To this way of thinking, taxation itself is both morally evil
and economically unproductive.
Wanniski starts out from a different
premise. His model on how the world
works is based on the Laffer Curve.
Named after Arthur Laffer of USC's
School of Business Administration, this
is a tax-cutting idea beginning to find
favor among some opinion molders,
particularly conservatives. Its most
famous advocate is Rep. Jack Kemp
(R-N .Y.), who has successfully negotiated its adoption by the Republican
National Committee.
What the proponents of the Laffer
Curve want is to cut taxes in order to
maximize both productivity, which is
admirable, and government revenues,
which is not. Here is the rationale: Laffer maintains that there are always two
tax rates which will yield the same
revenues. For instance, say the economy
is being taxed at a 100 percent rate-no
one is allowed to keep anything they
produce. It's not hard to see that no one
will produce anything if everything he
produces is confiscated. Since there is
no production, the government gets no
revenues. Now, continues Laffer, assume that there are no taxes, none at
all. There are thus no state barriers to
production and production is "maximized." But there is no revenue and
hence no government; and without government, Wanniski writes, "the economy is in an anarchic condition." (Apparently the Laffer people assume that
without taxes people would be producing far more than ever before in history
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and yet have nothing left over for the
necessities of roads, schools, and
police.) In any case, if taxes are nearconfiscatory, production will manage to
eke out only a bit for government revenue, and if taxes are only miniscule,
there will likewise be a small amount of
revenue. So on it goes, with two different rates rendering the same revenue.
Throughout the curve, there's a tradeoff: either more taxes or more production. The ideal point on the curve is the
point where "revenue plus production
are maximized." Here, "if the government lowers the tax rate again, output
will increase, but revenues will fall. If

ishingly fine job in detailing how taxes
crush both the individual spirit as well
as entire civilizations. Just imagine an
historical and geographical setting, and
chances are good that Wanniski has dissected it. From ancient Greece to
present-day Peru, from Diocletian's
price-control edict to Carter's capital
gains plan, the scope and detail are
breathtaking. One wonders how he was
able to pack so much into a bare 303
pages. Ironically, in none of the examples does Wanniski find .economies
going below his optimal point; never has
government been starved for revenues.
It's always that progress takes place
when governments pull themselves
down from the upper reaches of the
curved toward the optimal point.
Conversely, he finds societies which
have stagnated as they push themselves
up the curve away from the ideal point.
Anyway, here are just a few examples
from the past that demonstrate-,that the
less taxes there are, the greater the
well- being.
Wanniski sees the French Revolution
as being sparked by punishing tax rates.
By 1789, the French peasant had over
80 percent of his income confiscated: 14
percent to the lord of the manor, 14
percent to the clergy, 53 percent to the
the tax rate is raised, both output and state. He thus kept less than 20 percent
revenue will fall." It is this point, Wan- for himself. The revolution came, and
niski argues, that governments ought to with it, Napoleon, who wrote that
be searching for.
"whilst an individual owner, with a perIn other words, the Laffer people sonal interest in his property, is always
realize that if taxes are too high the state wide awake, and brings his plans to
gets too little revenue. Lower tax rates fruition, communal interest is inherentwould mean more production, more ly sleepy and unproductive." Accordeconomic production to tax, albeit at ingly' a year after he gained power, he
the lower rates, and thus maybe even instituted massive tax cuts that almost
more revenue for the government than completely reversed the peasant's posiwas possible with the stringent rates.
tion: In 1800, the peasant paid nothing
Libertarians' objection to this is that to either his lord or to the church; he
we have no interest in any plan that paid little to the national state, only 25
seeks to maximize government revenue. percent to his city and departement,
No genuine libertarian should ever and kept 70 percent in his own pocket.
argue in terms of the Laffer Curve Napoleon's subsequent downfall was
because Laffer's approach inherently caused by his moves against the
legitimizes tax gathering, undercuts the market-namely his expensive and unfight to roll back government spending, successful economic blockade of
and implicitly endorses any device, such England - for everyone benefits by
as withholding, that will on balance trade. But so much productive power
yield more tax revenue to the state.
was unleashed by the lowered taxes that
It is undeniably true that lower taxes it helped Napoleon conquer all of conmean a higher standard of living, and tinental Europe.
The rise to world predominance of
that higher taxes mean the opposite.
And Mr. Wanniski has done an aston- England during the last century is our

Libertarians have no
interest in any plan
that tries to ntaxintize
governntent revenue.
Laffer's approach,
on the other hand,
inherently legitintizes
tax gathering.
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second example. After the Napoleonic
Wars, England abolished outright her
wartime income tax, and heavily
slashed most of the others (Unfortunately, after World War I, England
would leave all of her wartime taxes on
the books, and add more.) Not surprisingly, the British economy soared during that century. "Between 1816 and
1875 Britain became the world's workshop, the world's banker, and the
world's trader. ... By 1860 she was
supplying half the world's coal and
manufactured goods. . .. Between
1815 and 1851 occurred the most rapid
economic development of domestic resources in the whole of British economic the fragmented German states that in
history."
1833 abolished tariffs between themFurther, "regular" taxes were not the selves. As Wanniski puts it, "The people
only ones to be cut. The evil tax known of Germany gathered with long wagon
as the tariff came increasingly under at- trains at the various internal boundaries
tack. Britain repealed the Corn Laws in and waited for the stroke of midnight,
1846, with wide popular support. Tar- January 1, 1834, when the tariff union
iffs were dismantled in other countries came into being, and then crossed amid
as well. Particularly joyous is the case of cheers."

Hitler and Roosevelt,
quite illlpressed with
Mussolini's exatnple
of central planning,
didn't see that Italy's
strength was due to
her low-tax and hard
currency policies.

Mussolini's Italy surprised the world
with her productivity during the 1920s.
Even the Depression didn't hurt her as
much as it did most other nations.
Hitler and Roosevelt were so impressed
by her example that they incorporated
central planning, which they saw as the
prime feature of Mussolini's syndicalism, into their own economies. But
these two dictators didn't see that Italy's
strength was due to her low-tax and
hard-currency policies. Mussolini, fortunately, didn't practice what he
preached, at least not until 1935. For 13
years, however, the influence of his first
finance minister, Albert de Stefani,
caused public enterprise to give way to
private whenever possible, and public
control over production to be abolished.
Close to Laffer's heart, government revenue was increased by "the paradoxical
device," as one commentator put it, "of
actually lowering tax rates and simplifying tax laws."
Our last example comes from
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present-day India. In 1975, Indira
Ghandi imposed a two-year dictatorship
upon the country. Civil liberties were
suspended and many intellectuals were
tossed into prison. During these two
years, the economy experienced a
health and growth unprecedented in
her history. This puzzled most Western
observers, some of whom began to question whether dictatorship wasn't really
the best way to make an economy work.
This mystery is solved, however, when
we observe the actions of the finance
minister at that time, one C.
Subramaniam. He used the suspension
of parliamentary activity to push
through his ideas of tax-cutting. The
12.5 percent surtax was abolished, as
was a seven percent "urban-property"
wealth tax; the "regular" wealth tax was
slashed from eight percent to 2.5 percent; the maximum tax rate was
lowered from 85 percent to 77 percent,
and then to 66 percent-with lower
brackets being likewise adjusted. Corporate taxes were also cut, and the progressive tax system on investment and
royalty was scrapped in favor of a proportional set-up.
Not unexpectedly, the rupee rose on
exchange markets; price inflation was
sliced by two-thirds; bumper crops
came in from the farms; in short, the
chronically ill Indian economy enjoyed
a respite of health. Mrs. Ghandi's
popularity rose with the economy; but
since she believed that it was by her own
strong statist fist that improvement
came, she began to trample on individualliberty right and left. With the
coercive sterilization episode, the electorate finally rose up against her. She
went down to defeat, never understanding that it was her (unwittingly) libertarian actions that gained her popularity' not her dictatorial ones.
Wanniski's examples go on and on.
For them alone, his book is worth
reading. They make up the finest parts
of his work.
Unfortunately, I believe there to be
flawed parts in it as well, flaws quite
apart from his enthusiasm for the Laffer
Curve. For example, Wanniski has the
idea that the electorate is always right,
that it understands economics, and that
it knows what it wants-such as lower
taxes - and will wait patiently until
political leaders give it to them. He
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holds that great ideas are not "sold" to
the people; rather, they are ideas "that
the electorate craves even prior to their
conception." I believe the influence of
such opinion molders as philosophers,
cultural and religious leaders, and
media men to be much greater than
does Wanniski. It was, for instance, the
political philosophy of John Locke,
popularized by the journalists John
Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, along
with Thomas Paine, who moved the
hearts and minds of the American
colonists and gave direction to their
rebellious sentiments.

It is one thing to say
that higher taxes and
tariffs produce ill,
but quite another to
ill1pute All1erica's
Great Depression
to a tariff. Yet that is
just what Wanniski
does in his book.
Wanniski has a strange idea of
capital. He holds that "all 'wealth'
capable of producing goods and services" should be counted as capital. Not
only financial wealth is capital, but
whatever makes people feel good and
thus makes them produce. "As long as
people get pleasure from gazing on the
Mona Lisa, it is capital. Clean air and
water are capital. A Beethoven symphony and a rock tune are capital.
Parks, statues, buildings, houses, sewer
lines, waterworks, all are capital." This
definition, however, breaks up the
universality of the concept of capital.
The old view holds that capital is all
resources which are not themselves consumed, but used to create goods that
are. They are of at least potential value
to all people. But things like a "rock
tune" are not. (There are some people
to whom this would be entirely without
value.) Further, there are no limits to
this subjective view of capital other than
absurdity itself. If contemplating my
navel helps me produce, is that navel
capital?

This said, Wanniski goes on to make
an excellent point: In the various aggregate measurements that government
economists make, there are so many
values that. can't be measured that the
official reckonings are never accurate.
But here I would draw the distinction
between the subjective values of individuals and the objective "capital
goods." He puts a greater burden on his
analysis than it can bear. It is one thing
to say that higher taxes and tariffs produce ill, but quite another to impute the
Great Depression to a tariff. Yet that is
what he does. The boom was caused by
the lowering of the war-tax rates in
1921. The 77 percent maximum tax
rate of the war years gave way to a 46
percent rate. The excess-profits tax was
eliminated. There was explosive
economic growth during the 1920s as a
result of this, he claims. And then, "The
stock market crash of 1929 and the
Great Depression ensued because of the
passage of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act
of 1930." Specifically it was the market's
expectation of the tariff bill that caused
the crash, and the evils of the tariff itself
that dragged it out into the Depression.
Admittedly, Smoot-Hawley was
probably the worst tariff act in an
American history filled with tariff acts.
But the Depression was not caused by
this. It was caused by the inflation of the
1920s, as Murray Rothbard has brilliantly shown in his America's Great
Depression. Wanniski finds fault with
all the conventional explanations of the
Depression-and rightly so, for all but
the Austrian view. But when he attacks
Rothbard's book, he is wrong. Rothbard, he says, "reckons the expansion
from 1921-1929 as an 'inflationary
boom' [where] the money supply ... increased by 61.8 percent over the eight
years. His America's Great Depression
seems untroubled by thefall in the consumer price index over eight years, from
53.6 to 51.3." But Rothbard has indeed
dealt with this. He begins page 82 of
America's Great Depression with this:
"[T]he designation of the 1920s as a
period of inflationary boom may trouble those who think of inflation as a rise
in prices. Prices generally remained
stable and even fell slightly over the
period. But we must realize that two
great forces were at work on prices during the 1920's-the monetary inflation
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which propelled prices upward and the
increase in productivity which lowered
costs and prices. In a purely free market
society, increasing productivity will increase the supply of goods and lower
costs and prices, spreading the fruits of
a higher standard of living to all consurners. But this tendency was offset by
the monetary inflation which served to
stabilize prices. Such stabilization was
and is a goal desired by many, but it (a)
prevented the fruits of a higher standard of living from being diffused as
widely as it would have been in a free
market; and (b) generated the boom
and depression of the business cycle . For
a hallmark of the inflationary boom is
that prices are higher than they would
have been in a free and unhampered
market."
The productivity that Rothbard mentions is backed up by Wanniski's own
findings. Undoubtedly, those tax cuts
gave a major impetus to the decade's
tremendous technological advancement.
Clearly, Wanniski's "Lafferite" sympathies and our libertarian ones spring.
from two different roots. While his program seeks to "optimize" government
revenues, ours seeks to establish an
order that holds inviolate the rights and
liberties of the individual and his property. We must therefore push for tax
slashes far, far deeper than those which
will provide the most income to the
state. Indeed, we must slash them out of
existence.
It is certain that Wanniski's "global
electorate" has long been crushed under
the weight of staggering taxation. Happily, though, we can see signs that
humanity has finally had enough. But
as the hated establishment collapses, to
which of the various alternatives will
people turn?
We cannot answer that with certainty, but we can echo Wanniski's own sentiments, put forth in the last paragraph
of his book: "[The world] will, as it
always has, ultimately reject all systems
that do not revolve around the indiviuual."
•

Christopher Weber writes frequently on
economic and financial issues for LR
and a number of other publications.
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Coerced culture

If someone wants to do without fire protection for his home, let him do so and
take his chances. "
"But then if the house burns down

by John Hospers
The Subsidized Muse: Public Support
for the Arts in the United States, by
Dick Netzer. Cambridge
Press, 272 pp., $14.95.

University

It would probably be helpful to any
potential reader of yet another book extolling the benefits of State subsidy to
the arts to digest the following dialogue
before opening the book in question:
"When money you've earned is taken
away from you without your consent,
wouldn't you call that robbery?"
"Yes, I suppose I would."
"Well, when you are taxed for the
support of various enterprises, to which
you never gave your consent, isn't that
robbery too?"
"But taxation is different. ... "
"If it seems different to you, couldn't
that be because you don't see anyone
forcibly taking it out of your wallet? The
usual trappings of robbery aren't there,
but still, it's done by force or threat of
force, isn't it? You know well enough
what would happen if you refused to
pay, don't you?"
"Yes, in that way it's like robbery. But
we need taxation to support various
public services. . . . "
"If you need services you can't provide yourself, as we all do, hire someone
to provide them, or cooperate voluntarily with others and do it together. That
way, if a person doesn't want the service, he doesn't have to pay for it.
Groups of people working together can
voluntarily produce roads, schools,
police, telephone services, a medium of
monetary exchange, and thousands of
other things; historically they have done
this countless times, when left free to do
so. The fact that most of these things
are now done by the state leads you to
believe that they have to be provided
through the state. "
"But some of them are things that
everyone needs. . . . "
"Right, and in a condition of freedom
a market will arise to meet that need.
But people still have the option of doing
without it. You have no right to force
them, and they have no right to force
others to provide the services without
cost (work for no return is slave labor).

"Then maybe he'll figure that insurance is worth the cost next time - just
as, now, if you don't have a good credit
rating, before you need credit the next
time you may put your financial house
in order and not live beyond your
means. But now suppose that it's
something that some people don't even
want; would you still say that they
should be forced to pay for it?"
"Of course not - nothing like that.
"

"And if some people want drama or
opera and can't pay for the kind of production they like to see, should they
force other people who don't want it to
pay for it through taxation?"
"Of course not. "
"Even though it might be good for
them?"
(Pause) "I guess it's for each individual to judge what's good for him."
"Yes. And even if he's mistaken and
the other person is correct, the other
person has no right to use the first person's money to make him participate in
what someone else thinks is good for
him."
There is really not much more that
needs to be said about government subsidy of the arts, or of anything else. The
principle is everywhere the same: You
may not use force upon others to make
them participate in activities that you
think would be beneficial to them. You
hold no mortgage on their lives.
Nevertheless, in one book and article
after another, this fundamental principIe is totally ignored; it does not seem
even to have occurred to most authors
on this subject. In a book I reviewed a
few months ago (Janet Minihan, The
Nationalization of Culture; LR,
December 1977), the author desired to
draw more and more money from Britain's already overextended treasury to
support the artistic activities to which
she gave her sanction. The author of the
present book, Dick Netzer, dean of the
Graduate School of Public Administration at New York University, is somewhat more modest in his aims, preferring a combination of outright subsidy and tax incentives. That as a result
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he desires smaller subsidies than Ms. "radical," so "cynical." When I menMinihan may be to his credit, but it is tioned how much was going into welfare
rather like the girl who made excuses for benefits he said, "Get rid of the welfare
having an illegitimate baby by saying benefits - put it into the arts!" That's
just the trouble-each one wants to do
that it was, after all, a very small one.
"Most people," writes the author, different things with other people's
"would agree that the $390 million that money. By contrast, when I visited
government now provides as direct pub- Brigham Young University for a series
lic subsidy of the arts is a very small- of talks, my host stopped the car on a
even a scandalously small- amount." I hilltop overlooking more than $20 mildo not dispute that the arts deserve lion worth of new campus buildings,
more, but the first question is not how and said with some pride, "Not one bit
much money they deserve but where the of it was built with stolen money." I
money is to come from.
doubt that the author of this book
So little, the author complains, is would have appreciated the distinction.
spent· by Americans on the arts, comStill, there is a lesson in the book for
pared with "the $40 billion spent on libertarians: Most of the money that susalcoholic beverages and tobacco, the tains the arts in America, the author
$18 billion spent on toys and sport sup- points out, comes not from direct govplies and equipment, the $4 billion ernment outlays such as the National
spent in barber-shops and beauty par- Endowment for the Humanities (which
lors. . . . " And so on. But these expen- aims to quadruple its federal grants by
ditures are voluntarily chosen. Pre- 1980), but from private donations
which are tax-deductible. In this way,
"the government does not even determine the total amount of the support it
provides. . . . Instead, the aggregate is
determined by thousands of decisions on
the part of individual donors."
This of course sounds much better;
indeed, it is much better. But there is a
catch here that libertarians should be
aware of. When a large foundation gets
money from the national treasury, libertarians are (quite rightly) indignant at
the policy of robbing Peter to pay Paul;
but when that same foundation is taxexempt, libertarians do not voice much
of an objection (except, sometimes, to
what the money is used for). After all,
shouldn't we all be tax-exempt-so
wouldn't we look strange insisting that
the foundation in question should not
sumably the author wishes to redirect be? Yes, but what if the billions of
the choices of Americans so that they dollars that would have come in but for
will spend more on the arts instead; and these tax exemptions are replaced by
since they don't do it now, they must be higher taxes on the rest of us? Is it really
made to (via government subsidy). They so desirable for some persons or organialso would probably spend much more zations to be tax-exempt as long as all
on the arts if they weren't already taxed are not? What right has the government
to death - a rather obvious point which to be selective about the organizations it
chooses to favor in this manner? It's nice
the author never mentions.
When I was on a television program if your neighbor doesn't have to row the
some time ago with the director of a boat, but what if the result is that you
subsidized music-and-drama organiza- have to row twice as hard?
The author is not well versed in the
tion, he was shocked at my "indifference
to the arts" when I said there should be specific arts, a fact which becomes
no state subsidy; in all his years of en- clearer as one reads on. But he doesn't
deavor he had never heard anything so pretend to be; he is an economist. What

Netzer deplores
rising costs, but does
not even m.ention the
union rules which
say a m.em.ber of one
union m.ay dislllantle
the stage scenery,
but m.ay not turn off
a single light bulb.
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kind of economist is another question.
Certainly he is much too paternalistically oriented to have much trust in the
operation of the market. He mentions
with approval, for example, that in the
next decade we can expect a "modest
4.5 percent inflation rate." Does he not
know, as an economist, that a generation of that rate of inflation would erode
away almost the total value of one's savings?
He deplores the rising costs of putting
on performances. But why does he not
mention the wasteful union regulations
whereby a member of one union may
dismantle the stage-scenery but may not
turn off a single light bulb? The cost of
maintaining theaters is deplored, but he
never mentions that many city governments issue permits for only a limited
number of theaters, thus increasing the
rental cost for putting on a production.
After deploring how little Americans
(voluntarily) spend on the arts, he goes
on to say that almost nobody in America
believes that the arts are sufficiently
subsidized by government, and that
"our society" believes that much more
should be spent on the arts. What is this
entity, "our society," if not the sum of
the individuals? Yet according to his
own account, most of the individuals
are unwilling to spend much on the arts.
The individuals won't spend much, but
they believe that the government should
spend much more, Netzer seems to say.
If this is indeed true, are these same individuals unaware of where "government money" comes from - that "the
government spending it" is tantamount
to their spending it, or rather being
forced to spend it - something which by
the author's own account they are unwilling to do voluntarily? Can it be true
that they don't want to spend it voluntarily but don't mind being forced to do
so?
Among the things the author does not
object to is the insidious practice of requiring "matching funds," whereby the
federal treasury (financed by taxpayers
from all the states) withholds funds that
these same taxpayers have put in unless
the state or local government (financed
by the taxpayers of that state or
municipality) comes up with an equal
amount - thus goading the state into
raising still more taxes, under the threat
that part of the money we have already
Libertarian Review

put into the federal kitty will never be
returned to us unless we fork over still
more to the state or county. This "double taxation by intimidation" ("Give $2
or you'll never get your $1 back") is constantly employed in extracting money to
subsidize the arts, as well as police
departments, transport systems, and
countless other "public enterprises."
Indeed, the author is often proud of
the very things he should bewail:

"Matching funds" is
a double taxation
ploy used to extract
Dloney to subsidize
the arts, as well as
police departlllents,
transport systeDls,
and countless other
"public enterprises."
"Government proprietorship," he says,
"has obvious monetary advantages.
Governments do not ordinarily permit
the complete financial collapse of their
departments; nor do they readily fire
civil servants. The empire-building proclivities of bureaucrats work to expand
budgets. . . . " Indeed. And this is a
recommendation? Apparently it is, for
he says later, "Opera companies can absorb huge amounts of public subsidy effortlessly. . . . " How about fruitfully?
Morally? Noncoercively?
Which arts should be supported out
of the public till? Opera? Yes-it is expensive, opera needs it. Ballet? Assuredly. Modern dance? Well, yes, with possible reservations. Country and western
music? Rock and roll? Of course not.
Why not? Probably (he doesn't discuss
it) because (1) it already has a large
market, and (2) it's not as good. Even
granting that it's "not as good," how
does that justify the state's taking money
from patrons of the one to confer on
patrons of the other?
If you want a breakdown by state of
public expenditures on each of the
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AVaIlable:

Adam Smith:
The Man and His Works
By E. G. West
1776 was a year of momentous events, including publication of The Wealth
of Nations-the book that launched the movement for economic liberty.
Here is a brisk look at the author of that epic, written for the layman and
student. Hardcover $6.95, Paperback $1.45.

The Wisdom of Adam Smith
Adam Smith may have been the first great economist, but he was no
dismal scientist. He was instead a man of great philosophical and historical
learning, and his literary style was widely admired. The Wisdom of Adam
Smith brings together his most incisive and eloquent observations on subjects
ranging from political and economic history to morals, philosophy, art,
education, war and the American colonies. Compiled by British scriptwriter
and playwright John Haggarty, edited and with an introduction by Benjamin
A. Rogge. Hardcover $7.95, Paperback $1.95.

The Theory of Moral Sentiments
By Adam Smith
Adam Smith's first book will startle those who think capitalists are purely
selfish, for Smith fully understood that liberty must be based in a moral
order. Dr. E. G. West, who writes the introduction, asserts that "if The Wealth
of Nations had never been written, this previous work would have earned
for him a prominent place in intellectual history." The Theory of Moral
Sentiments was greeted with rapturous praise in its own day. Smith's friend
David Hume wrote to him from London soon after the publication, telling
him that lithe public seem disposed to applaud it extremely." The "mob of
literati," Hume added, I' are beginning to be very loud in its praise."
Hardcover $9.95, Softcover $2.95.

Llbertyfuss Uber~lass1CS
We pay postage on prepaid orders.
To order these books, or for a copy
of our catalog, write:
LibertyPress/LibertyC lassies
7440 North Shadeland, Dept. FII
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250
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major arts, or if you want to know what
percentage of performances in the
United States are free to the public, or if
you are curious about "the four major
types of benefits of government subsidy
for the arts," this book may be just the
thing for you. As a fringe benefit, the
author even throws in a discussion of
"externalities," with the problem of who
would pay for the lighthouse. Every ship
profits by it, but no one shipping company is going to pay for it as long as
other companies have the free use of it.
Apparently he has not read his fellow
economist Murray Rothbard's simple
solution to this problem: The insurance
companies would pay for the lighthouse.
The book may interest you if you are
fascinated by (1) types of subsidy; (2)

·
h ld
H e brIngs
up teo
q uestion of who pays
for the lighthouse.
Apparently, he has
not read his fellow
econol11.ist Murray N.
Rothbard's answer..
·
I nsurance cOntpanIeS
will pay for it.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij;

various arts subsidized and the extent of
support for each; (3) what is done with
present subsidies; (4) the probable effects of hoped-for future subsidies; or
any of a number of related issues. If
elaborate tables of statistics turn you on,
you will find the book absolutely impossible to put down. But you should be
forewarned that the author's writing
style is extremely pedestrian; so if you
don't find these subjects all-consuming
in their fascination, reading the book
will be a trip through Dullsville.
•

John Hospers Z"S professor of phz"losophy
at the Unz"versz"ty of Southern California
and was the 1972 Libertarian Party
presidential candidate.
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Colloquy on the left
by Robert Fornwini
The Political Economy of the New
Left, by Assar Lindbeck. New York
University Press, 259 pp., $12.00.

As

one

voyages

through

Assar

Lindbeck's Polz'tz"cal Economy of the
New Left, compiled from a series of lectures the University of Stockholm social
democrat delivered on major U. S. campuses in 1968-1969, plus rejoinders from
other "New Leftists," the reader seems
to find a lot of people talking past one
another.
Lindbeck, a capable economist and
often a trenchant expositor of ideas, is
always the model-building neoclassical
empiricist. Armed, in the beginning,
with a deep faith in man's rationality
and intellectual good will, he very
generously communicates the need for a
serious reexamination of "New Left"
positions to his colleagues - who, in this
book, include George L. Back, Stephen
Hymer, Frank Roosevelt, Paul M.
Sweezy, Robert Heilbroner, Bruce
McFarlane, andJames Tobin.
This compilation is one of several recent books containing debates on political and economic issues between Marxists and modern liberals (the others,
with the notable exception of Modern
Polz'tz'cal Economy, edited by James
Weaver, are cited by Lindbeck). Here,
our principal author, in his civil way,
ever so patiently tries to demonstrate
that the New Left is in error on certain
points and overly vague (Le., "unscientific") on many others.
For Lindbeck, superior economic
theory is that which yields better empirical results. Nowhere is it explained
who will decide which results are "better." Lindbeck seems to blithely assume
that all reasonable men will agree on
this question. Reading the responses to
his book by his critics must have been a
sobering experience. The Marxists reject his theories "a priori" with cumbersome and confused philosophical discussions of "competing paradigms" and
"separate realities." Lindbeck's patience
is strained in the rejoinder as he attempts to deal with the "anti-intellectualism" of his detractors: "How can
two people not agree on a computer

printout or a mathematical general
equilibrium system?"
At times, Lindbeck is laughably
naive. He tells us that there are no comprehensive theories of regulatory exploitation by affluent interest groups,
despite all the work of revisionist
historians and many economists. He
tells us that Japan and West Germany
are examples of "capitalist" countries
that don't need large defense budgets to
maintain economic growth and vitality,
but he nowhere mentions who actually
pays for their "defense." And what,
given his request for more empirical
work, are we to make of the following?
"On a theoretical level, the Marxist
theory of imperialism can be said to
have been made obsolete by the Keynesian revolution, which taught us how to
maintain a high level of employment
through deliberate 'demand management,' mainly by means of monetary
and fiscal policy." Suddenly, empirical
results give way to a "don't disturb me
with the facts" theoretz"cal dogma!
In a lengthy discussion of markets·
and bureaucracy, Lindbeck opts for
markets, but with the usual "public
goods-externalities" exceptions. Using
Hayek's well-known arguments about
decentralized knowledge and information costs, he favors market solutions for
commodity production, but then believes in imposing progressive taxation
and welfare statism to counteract the
results of those transactions. In fact,
Lindbeck does not even believe that a
market society is capable of achieving
stability, not to mention the mystical
condition he calls "an acceptable
distribution of income." In a truly
amazing passage he posits the theory
that it is decentralization itself that may
cause inflation! Lindbeck often leaves
the cruel realities of our Keynesiandominated welfare states for the comfortable surroundings of a neo-classical
wonderland where technicians can arrive at just the right income distribution' optimal tax rates, full employment, externality-correcting taxes, and
a plethora of other nonexistent theoretical constructs.
Much of Lindbeck's analysis is simplistic and contradictory, but his critics
fare much worse. Hymer and Roosevelt
expend considerable energy explaining
that they share a "different paradigm"
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than Lindbeck, a position I feel is an erroneous application of Kuhn's famous
monograph. This is followed by generalizations that are clearly not trueexcept for Marxists. At the close of their
article-when they state, "We hope that
Lindbeck's book stimulates a fruitful
dialogue between radical and tradi-

tional economists on how to go beyond
our present limitations in thought
. . ." - they clearly mean the traditional economists' limitations. Marxists

Like other losers in
the ntarketplace of
ideas, the Marxists
have fornted new
journals, articulating
rhapsodically about
"new paradigllls,"
impervious to their
opponents' criticisnt.
have no doubts.
Sweezy's article, reprinted form
Monthly Review, is the worst in the
book. This one response prompts Lindbeck to take off the gloves in his rejoinder. Sweezy begs questions, spurts
with great outpourings of antihistorical
rhetoric, and generally erects a model,
ad hominem argument against Lindbeck. Lindbeck "sees a different reality," is "irrelevant" and "boring," and
cannot criticize a position with which he
is not empathetic. I think Sweezy underestimates Lindbeck's sympathies
with Marxist criticism; but what Sweezy
is attempting to demonstrate is that
Lindbeck does not share Marxist meth0dology and is therefore imcompetent
to criticize Marxist conclusions. Lindbeck's response-that to accept Sweezy
is to place scientists in different divinity
schools - is so~d counterargument.
Robert Heilbroner's articles and
books are generally quite superficial,
but this article is better than most of his
efforts. Keeping Heilbroner's unusual
bent of mind in view while reading it,
one can enjoy a comment by a left-wing
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economist slightly between Lindbeck this argument, he scores repeatedly; but
and his critics. Who can ever forget Marx has been kicked around for decHeilbroner's rational for the Soviet ades, and we know the arguments by
state, offered up in his Commentary ar- heart. Lindbeck cannot refute Marxism
ticle of December 1969: "Are we to partially because it is more faith than
judge the Russian planning effort a science, but also because neoclassical
failure (irrational) because it has analysis so often is, as the New Left
sacrificed present consumption for claims, irrelevant. Many of these issues,
future growth to a far greater degree because they are nonquantifiable and
than the sacrificing generation would concern fundamental moral relationhave voted for, had it been given the op- ships in society, lie outside the analytic
portunity, but not, in all likelihood, to a possibilities of general equilibrium
greater degree than the future genera- theory and econometrics. Neoclassical
tions would have voted for if they could economists are often technicians who
have?" In case you missed the article see life as a constrained maximization
and are holding your breath, Heil- problem with unfortunate pests called
broner answered in the negative. He "externalities." They are not morally
brings this keen logic to bear on Lind- promarket; they are economically probeck with the result that Lindbeck efficiency.
Once you accept this, you can enjoy a
escapes unscathed. The best Heilbroner
can offer the reader in the market- new voice that pens the same answers in
bureaucracy debate is a society of the a refreshing way, and it is just in this
"utopian self-sufficient 'kibbutz'." Is it way that Lindbeck's book can be studied profitably. He shows us both the
possible to hate markets this much?
For McFarlane, Lindbeck represents glories and weaknesses of contemporary
the "New Right" - the logical extension neoclassical economics - and that is
of the Hayekian tradition. Lindbeck is more than worth the price of admission.
undeserving of this classification, but
elsewhere in the book Lindbeck himself Robert Formaini is conference director
erroneously classifies none other than for the Academic Affairs Program of
•
Murray Rothbard as a New Leftist. If the Cato Institute.
the reader enjoys arguments couched in
mystical Marxist terminology (e.g.,
Don't wait to be
"capitalist-caused distortions of social
MUGGED or RAPED
consciousness") and detailed exposiPOLICE SIZE PARALYZER
tions of "what Marx really meant," this
article is a gold mine.
Buv Two And Save $
Upon Lindbeck's examination, the
2 for $13 plus. 75 post
S 60 post
Protect yourself with this powerful "CS"
New Left turns out to be the same old
Tear Gas. Police size Paralyzer Size 6" X
1-1/4". It will stop a 300 lb. man, up to
Marxist slogans dressed up in a "decentwenty minutes With no permanent inJury
Fires
70 blasts up to 15 feet. Pocket size ...
tralized" gown. Like other losers in the
available at $4.95 plus 60 postage. Tear Gas
Gun
Catalog
.50
market of ideas, the Marxists have risen,
not to contest marginal analysis again,
COOPER ENT. INC.
but to form their own journals and
P. O. BOX 892, DEPT. L ST. CLOUD, Fl 32769
societies and articulate rhapsodically
about "new paradigms," impervious to
their opponents' criticisms.
They
solemnly agree with each other about
the coming "death of capitalism" and
continue holding the decades-long
wake.
Faced with the choice, as happily we
are not, between neoclassical (read
Crime IS on the increase l Protect yourself With this
"neo- Keynesian") analysis as presented
preCision made weapon Easily fits pocket or purse
No Federal Firearms License Required. Revolver
by Lindbeck, and New Left mysticism
with ten tear gas shells only $12.95 plus $1 25 postage Leather holster $2.50. Package of extra tear gas
as presented by his critics, the status quo
shells 10 for $250. Extra loud blanks box of 100
never looked so good. Lindbeck is aware
$395 Catalog 50c Distributors wanted
Dept L
Cooper Enterprise.
that he and his critics are grappling
. . . 892, Dept. L , St. Cloud, Florid. 32785)
with the important issues of our time. In
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Letters

the energy and intelligence at hz's command.
-Roy A. Childs, Jr.

(continued from page 2)
tarian Review has resolved to do
everything it can to contribute to the
debate from a different noninterventionist perspective. We have, in brief,
tried to answer, in broad strokes, some
of the more prominent arguments
raised in defense of militarz'sm, interventionz'sm, and for drastically increasing our arms budgets. If you wz"ll read
everything publz'shed in LR along these
lz"nes, you will see that, although there
are differences among LR's authors,
their contributions, taken together,
form a coherent view of foreign policy
and defense questions. LR's writers are
not confused skeptics: they have a point
of view.
There is indeed a disagreement
among many libertarians about these
z'ssues. But here I will make a flat statement which I feel z's more than supported by the facts: Those who are best informed on these z'ssues, those who have
studied them the most, are the ones
most strongly in favor of a thoroughgoing noninterventionz'st foreign policy,
seeing a drastic cutback in U. S. military
forces as both reasonable and feasible;
those most uncomfortable with such a
position are those who have studied such
matters the least, and who often know
next to nothing about the z'ssues involved in the defense/foreign policy
debate.
By all means, let lz"bertarians study all
the different sides to the debate! I have
been urging libertarians to take the
debate seriously and to read the significant cases for both points of view for
many years. I have urged Tibor Machan
to study the z'ssues involved. Most of
them, however, particularly those who
take z'ssue with LR's general approach,
are simply not willing to do anything
substantial to alter their present states
of ignorance or confusion. Thz's I take to
be a shirking of what z's today, for
serious intellectuals, a profound moral
responsibility.
I am fully convinced that the more
libertarians study the z'ssues, the more
they will agree with positions set forth in
Libertarian Review. I urge. Prof
Machan to test that hypothesz's with all
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Defense, not offense
As a member of the "militaryindustrial complex" for over 40 years,
this writer can confirm the validity of
Mr. William Marina's statements [in
reviewing R. J. Rummel in the May
issue]. Yes, we do need a big stick to
deter the Russians. But the Cruise
(formerly the Polaris) is more than adequate to the purpose. I knew Roy
Anderson, inventor of the guidance
system used in the Cruise and other apparatus. It is an exceedingly simple and
effective weapon~ I believe.
As to our present adventures in
Africa: It seems our "statesmen" are
unable to learn. Russia can't take over
Africa or any other large part of the
globe - their own experience proves it.
Peter the Great was criticized by some
for retreating from Charles of Sweden.
He replied, "Yes, it is true; Charles is
beating us now. But in beating us, he
will teach us how to beat him." It happened, and the Swedes were driven out
of Russia. They worked the same game
twice since then: once on Napoleon and
once on HitIer. Yet the lesson seems
lost - not only to us, but even the Russians! Ever since the time of Woodrow
Wilson, poor Uncle Sam has been made
the meddler and jackass of the world.
When will it stop? I don't know. But I
do know that it will not stop until the
voters rise in their anger and put a stop
to it. The Libertarians have the right
formula. I'm 77, and growing very tired.
But I hope the younger people will take
over and keep it going. Jarvis-Gann is a
good sign. Let's keep it moving.
JohnE. Erb
Northville, New York

Esc hClVing ideology
Danny Shapiro is to be commended
for his insightful overview of neoconservatism (Feb. and March 1978).
There is one point, however, which was
not, to my mind, sufficiently addressed.
That is the issue of "ideology."
Neoconservatives often claim to
eschew "ideology" as unrealistic and too

confining for the world of events in
which men find themselves. They claim
to rise above ideology and lay claim to
the only practical approach to political
affairs. All of their ideological opponents (regardless of their place on the
spectrum) are brushed aside as
ideologues, and hence impractical and
unrealistic.
This is the same canard which the
Marxists have tried to foist off on intellectuals for years. All other viewpoints are biased ideologies (for the
Marxists, "bourgeoise" ideologies) and
hence invalid. Despite this intellectual
legerdemain, both Marxism and neoconservatism are themselves ideologies.
Both accept the state as a legitimate institution and both advocate state action
of various kinds. In the case of the neoconservatives, a consz'stent worldview
and programm is set aside in favor of an
ad hoc advocacy of this or that policy.
This does not, however, mean that they
have no worldview, for they must have
some criteria by which to judge the
merits of a particular act of state. This
acceptance of state action plus the (inconsistent) set of criteria which goes
along with it constitutes an ideology.
By claiming to eschew ideology per
se, neoconservatives downplay the inconsistency and incoherence of their
own ideology, just as the Marxists for
years forestalled a critique of socialism
and the socialist society by tarring all
such critiques with "bourgeoise sentiments." The neoconservatives are
truer to their socialist origins than they
perhaps would like to admit.
Tom G. Palmer
5t. John's College
Annapoll's, Maryland

Viable political philosophy
The two articles by Daniel Shapiro are
very well done - thoughtful, knowledgeable, on the whole temperate. But to
write a reply, one would have to end up
discussing libertarianism as a viable
political philosophy (which I think it is
not) and that would talft; a lot of time,
which I simply do not have.
•
Irving Kristol
Editor
The Publz"c Interest
New York City
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copy. $10.00 for the year. P.O. Box 618,
Lake Worth, Florida 33460.

Classi.&ed

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted at the discretion of the publisher of Libertarian Review. Basic rate: 10 cents per word (minimum $3); six or more insertions: 10 percent discount; 12 or more insertions: 20 percent discount. Payment must accompany
order. Address: Classified Ad Department, Libertarian Review, 1620 Montgomery Street,
San Francisco CA 94111.

LIBERTARIAN ANNOUNCEMENTS
SUPPORT LIBERTARIAN CAMPAIGNSI
Orange County has four candidates: Paul
Beaird for Congress, David Bergland for
State Senate, Jim Gallagher for Assembly,
Bernie Perra for Assembly. Contributions
of $100 - $50 - $25 - whatever - put to good
use. Please send checks payable to above
campaigns to P.O. Box D, Huntington
Beach, California 92648
LIBERTARIAN RADIO PROGRAM:
Focus on Freedom starting soon on New
York FM station needs advertisers. Write
for rates and information. Etcetera Communications, 4 Bedford Street, New York,
N.Y. 10014
EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED: Auto Damage Appraiser; New York or Boston areas; college;
no experience; honest, energetic, mechanically inclined with capacity for detail. Incentive compensation 10K-25K first year.
Send resume: DUNN, 12415 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
UNLIMITED HOME EARNINGS-Addressing envelopes. Rush 25c and stamped,
addressed envelope to F.J. Diehl, Box 504,
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. HIGH
POTENTIAL EARNINGS, stuffing
envelopes-details-Stamped addressed
envelope. Fortini's, P.O. Box 604, Glen
Ellyn, 11. 60137.
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT IN LIBERT ARIAN WORK, with potential for
management responsibility of· academic
programs. Applicants should possess well
developed writing, speaking, and
analytical skills in addition to organization
ability and experience. Midwest location,
Box P, LR, 1620 Montgomery St., San
Francisco 94111.
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FINANCIAL EDITOR. Highly motivated,
responsible individual to become technical/managing editor of investment
newsletter located in. Washington, DC
area. Background in free market economics, finance and taxes essential. Conservative or libertarian preferred. Excellent
working conditions. Flexible hours, wellpaying opportunity. Send resume, writing
samples, and salary requirements to Foresight, Box 8233, Washington, DC 20024.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
CUT TAXES LEGALLY. Obtain specifics
by surveying prospective sites of a new
automatic international communication
system; related travel costs are fully tax
deductible. Franchises available for US and
Foreign territories on easy terms. Write:
Business Tours, Box 731, Sedona, Arizona
86336.
RECEIVE $250 from $4 investment.
Method and sample-$1. Harvey, P.O.
Box 23174 D, Houston, Texas 77028.
PUBLICATIONS
METRIC SYSTEM newest manual by Neil
Holland. Text and chart $1 ppd. Pikes
Enterprises. P.O. Box 5730, Pikesville, MD
21208.
RAPEDI MUGGEDI MURDERED I It happens every day. Could happen to you. Be
prepared! Easy to learn to defend yourself
and save your life. Order "Defense Book"
today. Only $4.95. LeMartin, 242
Treasure, Houston, TX 77076.
CARNIVAL MIDWAY, RAZZLE DAZZLE, GAME EXPOSED. Get game with
secret instructions. $4.00 postpaid.
Write-Doherty, 205 East Oak, Tampa,
Fla. 33602.
THE VINEYARD: Weekly publication of
the American Orthodox, a true Christian
Libertarian viewpoint. $1.00 for a sample

FEAR & FORCE VS. EDUCATION: A
Study of the Effects of Coercion on Learning, by Charles G. Wieder. Written for
those teachers, parents and others concerned with quality education of children
and adults. Discusses: fear and force tactics
common in schools-their demeaning effects on teachers, and their detrimental effects on learning; schools as potentially
humanizing institutions-the kind of atmosphere that must prevail if real education is to occur; the proper range of teacher
authority-which teacher-imposed sanctions and restrictions are appropriate, and
which suppress students' intellectual and
psychological growth; the proper range of
student freedoms; and how schools can be
restructured for real learning. Soft cover,
72 pp, $4.95. Order from Branden Press/
221 Columbus Ave./Boston, Mass 02116/
USA.
PHILOLOGS-Private newsletter of libertarian commentary and satirical speculation. Sample $ .50, 12 issues $5.00.
OEHILR2, Box 2586, Tallahassee, FL
32304.
UNTIL NOW, NO AUTHOR HAS
DARED TO CHALLENGE THIS ASPECT
OF YOUR SELF-DESTRUCTIVE BELIEFS.
Dr. Walter Block demonstrates how you
pay a burdensome economic and emotional
price by not defending such victims as the
pimp, prostitute, drug pusher, slanderer,
slumlord, profiteer, loan shark and scab.
Now his book, "Defending the Undefendable," has itself become a victim. Although
this intellectual adventure has received
rave reviews from Hayek, Szasz, Hazlitt,
Rothbard, Hospers, Nozick, and MacBride, it has been virtually banned by the
nation's bookstores as too controversial.
So order your hardcover copy directly
from the publisher. $9.95. 3 week moneyback guarantee. Or send for free brochure.
Fleet Press, P.O. Box 2L, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11235.
MOVEMENT OF THE LIBERTARIAN
LEFT. For most radical activists. Introductory pamphlet and sample newsletter,
STRATEGY, for $1. Order from New
Libertarian Enterprises, Box 1748, Long
Beach, CA 90801.
"VICES ARE NOT CRIME-A VINDICATION OF MORAL LIBERTY" by Lysander
Spooner. A brilliant defense against the
state's meddling in your life.
TANSTAAFL, P.O. BOX 257, Cupertino,
CA 95014. $2.95 plus SOc postage. Write
for wholesale discounts.
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DISASTER AHEAD? TERMINAL
GENERATION? US economic/political!
military collapse coming? WHY? Survival?
For a fresh, new different approach considering these trying questions using the
Bible and history, send $2.00 to Book, Box
7, Pine Ridge, AR 71966.

OVER-LOOKED MARKET for 300-700
word articles about people-places-things.
Sell same article for $25-50 many times.
Top writer shows "Tricks-Of-Trade." How
easy it is! Free booklet, "Writing For
Money." Smith, 1141-L Elm, Placerville,
CA95667.

PRACTICAL POLITICS MAGAZINE, the
non-academic journal that reports on campaign activity, public opinion, and political
movements and trends in the ever changing
landscape of political America. Sample
copy $1.50. Center for the Study of Practical Politics, Box 2495-L, Springfield, Illinois 62705

LEARN TV SCRIPT WRITING. Free
details, Astrocal, Dept. 9, 7471 Melrose,
Hollywood, CA 90046.

READ THE HOTTEST BOOK IN ·THE
TAX REVOLT MOVEMENT. The Biggest
Con: How the Government is Fleecing You,
by Irwin Schiff. "A blockbuster"-John
Chamberlain. Send $6.45 to Freedom
Books, P.O. Box 5303-A, Hamden, CT
06518
LIVE AND LET LIVE is our religious doctrine and the name of our newsletter. Free
sample issues available. Write Church of
Eternal Life & Liberty, Box 622, Southfield,
M148037.
IDEASCOPE-A formula for finding
creative ideas. Be a winner, send $3.00 R.P.
Ingraham, 135 E. Ridgewood Ct., San Antonio, Texas 78212.
FLAT EARTH SOCIETY OF AMERICA:
Help abolish the contrary, revolutionary,
and dangerous notion that Earth is a
sphere. Flat Earthers Straighten things Out.
Years membership, card and FESA Newsletter (twice yearly)-$3.00. FESA, 27
Yorkshire Terrace #9, Shrewsbury, Mass.
01545.
SURVIVAL/COMBAT /Self-Defense/
Wilderness Living/Guerrilla Warfare
.
Books/Manuals .. . Catalog $1.00
.
Ken Hale (LR-100), McDonald, Ohio
44437.
What changes in our socio-economic
system is our flFATHER" bringing about
now? Read BOOK OF LIGHT, $2.00
postpaid from K. Emmon-L 1720 S. King
Av., Lakeland, Fla. 33803.

WRITERS: "Problem" Manuscript? Try
Author Aid Associates, Dept. LR, 340 East
52nd Street, N.Y.C. 10022.
WANTED:
Unpublished
Book
Manuscripts. Also Promotion for Privately
Printed Books. Send for details. Literati
Press, Dept. LR, P.O. Box 153, Freeport,
NY 11520.
LIBRARY RESEARCH, Writing, Editing.
Scholarly work in all subjects. We offer the
highest quality at the lowest rates.
Research Group, Box 3, North White
Plains, NY 10603.
---------------BOOKS PRINTED, Compugraphic
typesetting. Biography Press, Route 1-745,
Aransas Pass, TX 78336.
PERSONALS
--------------WRITING A BOOK ON MARIJUANA; I
would like to correspond with people who
can offer anecdotes, opinions, ideas. Use a
pseudonym if you wish. For more information write: Wm. Novak, 98 Professors
Row, Medford, Ma. 02155.
PSYCHIC CAN ADVISE on business, love
and personal direction. JAMIL, Box 10154,
Eugene, OR 97440. Phone (503) 342-2210,
484-2441. Donations appreciated.
WRITING HISTORICAL NOVEL ON
COFFEE-American-Brazilian. Would
like to receive your ideas, suggestions,
unknown facts, opinions, and personal experiences linked to any branch or facet of
coffee industry, production or comsumption. Art Denchfield, 3601 Durango St.,
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134.

RELIGION: Any life after death is better

_ED_U_C_A_T_I_O_N

than nothing-even this one, for explanation send $1 to HEREBEFORES, Box 2138,
Youngstown, OH 44504.
LITERARY SERVICES

ADULT DEGREE PROGRAM for selfmotivated adults. Two-week residence in
Vermont alterantes with 6-month home
study projects under faculty supervision
leading to fully accredited B.A. Also
unusual Residential, Graduate and Teacher
Certification programs available. Approved for payment of Veterans benefits.
Write: Box 37, A.D.P., Goddard College,
Plainfield, Vermont 05667. Goddard Col-

$20,000 YEARLY POSSIBLE-writing
short, simple articles. Free booklet,
"Writing For Money," Albin's, 5625 LR
Northampton Blvd., Omaha, Nebraska
68104.
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lege admits students of any race, color, nationality, sex or ethnic origin.
TEACHERS - HEADMASTERS - LIBRARIANS - ADMINISTRATORS: Monthly
publication listing school and college openings in U.S. $5.95; Abroad $5.95. Publication listing leading school and college
placement sources in U.S. $3.95; Foreign
$4.95. Check into our "Instant Alert Job
Service." EISR, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162.
FREE MARKET
LIBERTARIAN REALTOR®-ASSOCIATE
in the San Fernando Valley would like to
do business with fellow libertarians. Don't
trust a statist to handle what is probably
your most important asset and tax deduction. Doug Thorburn (213) 996-7367.
"FREE MARKET": For the Fabian
Libertarian-"SCREW THE GOVERNMENT- VOTE LIBERTARIAN" bumperstickers. Perfect for scotch-taping to inside
of rear windshields. $1.00 Horny Thorny's,
17906 Hatteras St., Encino, Ca. 91316.
CUSTOMPRINTING: BUMPERSTICKERS $3/ one; 75c additional; $20/ fifty;
$33/100; $110/500; $155/1000. BUTTONS
$40/100 (minimum); $42/250; $50/500;
$75/1000. Allow 3 weeks or add 200/0 for 1
week service. COLT, Box 271-LR, Newvernon, N] 07976.
PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White cardboard replacement jackets 35c. Gray
plastic lined inner sleeves 15c. Postage
$1.25. Record box(es and 78 sleeves
available. CABCO LM, Box 8212, Columbus, OH 43201.
ELECTRONIC JEWELRY: Send $1.00 for
catalog to Lightning Bug, Dept. LRE, 5640
W. 38th, #11, Indianapolis, IND 46254.
BOOK SEARCHING. First Editions;
Scholarly Books; Large Stock: lists on request. Regent House, 108 N. Roselake
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90026.
BELT BUCKLES, key rings, necklaces,
belts. Over 300 designs available. Send
$1.00 for catalog to Lightning Bug, Dept.
LRB, 5640 W. 38th, #11, Indianapolis, IND
46254.
MILLIONS WON IN FEDERAL OIL.
Drawings supervised by U.S. Government.
Free Brochure: Research, Box 27571,
Phoenix, AZ 85061.
STAR WARS necklaces: DARTH VADER,
R2D2, C3PO. Send $5.00 for each necklace
wanted to Lightning Bug, Dept. LRS, 5640
W. 38th, #11, Indianapolis, IND 46254.
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FREE CALCULATORI With our catalog.
We offer a wide range of Jewelry, Watches,
and fine gifts at below retail prices. Send
only $1.00 to cover postage. Your free
calculator will be included! D.M.M., 158
Wompatuck, Hingham, MA 02043.
THOMAS PAINE WALL PLAQUE. Strikingly decorative and meaningful. Information write exclusive distributor: Independent Publications, Box 162, Patterson, N.J.
07513.
CROSSWORD BONANZAI Exceptional
collection of 60 original crossword puzzles
spotlighting music. $3.50. Onesime Piette,
320 Greenwood Place, Syracuse, NY
13210.
REWARD
YOUR
FAVORITE
RACONTEURI Handsome, suitable-forframing be-ribboned certificate (9"xI2")
announcing election to Story-Tellers' Hall
of Fame. Personalized-please print candidate's name (election guaranteed); includes space for your signature as
"Chairperson, Nominating Committee,"
$4.95, postpaid. Already framed
(unglazed), $6.95. WRY Idea, Unltd., Box
22408, San Diego, CA 92122.
PSORIASIS successfully treated without
medication. For complete instructions send
$7.50 moneyorder to Sugar Hill Health
resort, Port Carling, Ontario, Canada,
POBIJO.
FLATULENT? (Frequently?) Fear not! Read
Benjamin Franklin's long-suppressed essay
of 1780 on (believe it or not) farting.
Hilarious! Frameable. $3. "Essay," Box
69-B, Carrboro, NC 27510.
GET RICH IN MAILORDER WITH CASH
IN ADVANCE ORDERS. Professional tells
how. Free details. Write to W.W. Con
Reps, P.O. Box 18764, San Jose, Ca.
95158.
WONDERFUL OFFER-may I have the
following: A Woman's Dream ...
Literature, 40c. NUBAGS, P.O. Box 696,
Morton Grove, Ill. 60053.
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER KIT,
shows how to sell it yourself. Save
thousands every time you move or buy and
sell for investment. Only $20. Check or
M/O. CONFIDENTIAL BOOKS, P.O.
Box 18764, San Jose Ca. 95158.
l

FOODS MEN hurry home for. Series No.
2. $1.00. P.O. Box 696, Morton Grove, Ill.
60053.
FREE: Wholesale coins catalog.
Guaranteed. Lindsey Wholesale, B-13041,
Tucson, AZ 85732.
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Crosscurrents

is, libertarians have. known that military
disarmament alone is not sufficient to
attain and maintain a lasting peace.
(Continuedfrom page 9)
There must also be, as the great liberal
trade are the twin tenets which must reFrederic Bastiat pointed out, economic
main first and foremost in our modern
disarmament. Barriers to trade must be
libertarian movement's ideology and
reduced if more natural and peaceful
political agenda.
relations are to grow and prosper.
I not only recommend reading these Tariffs, quotas, exchange controls and
contrasting views of Nitze and Kennan,
the whole apparatus of antitrade barbut just as vigorously I recommend Ken- riers in general must be torn downnan's The Cloud of Danger: Great hopefully, with reciprocity; but if not,
Realities of A merican Foreign Policy then unilaterally. In fact, if the military
(Atlantic-Little Brown, 1977). In this hardware were not so frighteningly exage of increasingly probable nuclear an- plosive, unilateral economic disarmanihilation' this book is better than most ment would be the best first step toward
as a point of orientation to start think- military disarmament and toward ating seriously about current American taining peace. It might yet be so.
foreign policy.
Lowering trade barriers necessarily
leads
to more commercial and peaceful
• The tools of death
Timed to appear in conjunction with relations all the way around. Liberthe United Nations Special Session on tarians should clearly welcome any
Disarmament, The Nation published move - reciprocal or unilateral- toits May 27 number as a special issue on ward either military or economic disar•
"Disarmament: Essays on the History, mament.
Politics, Economics, Urgency and
UNTIL NOW, NO
Future of Disarmament" .
AUTHOR HAS DARED
Edited by Princeton's Richard Falk,
the issue contains such articles as Sidney
TO CHALLENGE THIS
Lens' historical overview of the troubled
ASPECT OF YOUR
attempts at disarmament, "Thirty Years
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE
of Escalation"; Herbert Scoville, Jr.'s inBELIEFS
telligent plea for another strategic arms
Dr. Walter Block demonstrates
limitation agreement, "The True Utility
how you pay a burdensome ecoof 'SALT'''; William Sweet's discussion
nomic and emotional price by not
of the role of neutral and Third W orId
defending such victims as the
countries in pushing for this special sespimp, prostitute, drug pusher,
sion, "Delhi: A Third World Overslanderer, slumlord, profiteer,
ture"; Daniel Ellsberg's reasons why
loan shark and scab. Now his book
"There Must Be No Neutron Bomb";
Defending the Undefendable, has
and union boss William Winpisinger's
itself become a victim. Although
confused article on "The Defense
this intellectual adventure has
Workers Dilemma. " This last piece
received
rave reviews from Hayek,
does, however, make the important
Szasz, Hazlitt, Rothbard, Hospoint that moves toward significant
pers, Nozick, MacBride, Childs,
arms reductions will be difficult as long
Palmer and many others, it has
as defense workers cannot see alterbeen
virtually banned by the nanative employment possibilities. It
tion's bookstores, and by the Naseems to me, though, to be a bit of
tional Libertarian Party, as too
"reconversion blackmail." Finally, there
controversial. So order your
is an excellent, longer article by the
hard-cover copy directly from the
man whom I consider to be the nation's
publisher. $9.95. 3 week moneynumber one strategic thinker-Earl C.
back guarantee. Or send for free
Ravenal, on "Does Disarmament Have
brochure.
a Future?"
Fleet Press
Disarmament has for centuries stood
as a key tenet in the libertarian tradition
P.O. Box2K
and political program. But as a crucial
Brooklyn, NY 11235
and necessary as military disarmament
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Announcing
the libertarian movement's
first magazine of events.
Announcing the new Libertarian Review.
What makes a political movement
successful?
Many things, of course, but successful political movements have one thing
in common: each has its independent,
respect~dpub(ication devoted to events
an.~i:s:~~;~s~
.•.• ·~9\W.,::~\~~,I'ibertarian

movement has

SUqb.\~,p~J;jli~atjon:the new Libertarian
Re~~~W~

.,pill.r'~triltindthe new LR.
The libertarhln movement desperately needed a pUblication focused on
events. A magazine that would subject
national and international developments to careful, probing libertarian
analysis.
The new LR will be precisely that. It
will be a magazine that consistently
comes to grips with the key issues of our
time. A magazine willing tOJight for individualliberty. A magazine that serves
as a forum for lively debate, thoughtful
commentary, fresh ideas, and occasional whimsy.

What you'll find in our pages.
Of course, LR will continue to provide first-rate coverage of the libertarian movement itself. Our pages will
contain colorful, on-the-scene reports
of its activities, its organizations, its
strategies and its people.
But the new LR will be far more than
just another "movement" publication.
By systematically translating principles
into practice, we will bring libertarianism to the real world, and the real world
to libertarianism.
This editorial philosophy, this animating spirit, is reflected in the issue
you're reading right now. In timely, relevant articles. In the columns and deL.-

partments. In our new format with its
sharp, modern graphics.
As for coming issues, you can look
forward to provocative essays on the
supression of political ideas in America, the decline of New York City, pornography and the law, American foreign policy, the "energy crisis," the
libertarian movement and many more.
Plus regular columns and features like
"Crosscurrents" and "Washington
Watch," hard-hitting editorials, and
crisp, in-depth reviews of books and the
arts.
LR will continue to boast a roster of
contributors that includes the top
names of libertarianism. People like
Murray N. Rothbard, Roger MacBride,
Ralph Raico, Joan Kennedy Taylor,
Walter Grinder' and Earl Ravenal and
many others.
As always, LR guarantees to aggravate, stimulate and infuriate. It will
raise questions you've wondered about
for years-and some you'd never dream
of considering. It may challenge many
of your most firmly held beliefs. Butand this is a promise--it will never bore
you.

Ciet in on th.·excitementfrom the beginning.
The new LR will soon be ill the forefront of the most exciting intellectualpolitical movement in two centuries. As
the first and only libertarian magazine
of events, we'll be shaking things up
issue after issue--both inside. and outside the libertarian movement.
Here's your invitation to get in on the
action-by becoming a charter subscriber to the new Libertarian Review.
(Already a subscriber? Then renew
now, so you'll be sure not to miss a singgle thought-provoking issue.) Subscribe
now and get 12 monthly issues for $15.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If we
ever let you down, just tell us and we'll
send you a prompt .refund for the balance of your subscription.
The new Libertarian Review will be
charting the course of America's second libertarian revolution. Don't get
left behind. Join us today.
.
After all, the debut of the first libertarian magazine of events is something
of an event in itself.

Use this coupon to subscribe or rene.",. ~rvou prefer not to cut the page. please supply thefollowing information on a plain sheet of paper. Intlude your old mailing label ((you are renewing your subscription.
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Yes! I wa?t to be in ?n all the excitement of the libertarian
Energy
movement s first magazme of events. .
I Certer'e
Feeclem: Preecrlptlon
.
for Power
.
. .)~. k
0 Start my subscription (12 monthly issues) to the new LR today.
I
..
hI'''''· . ~ , 0 Renew my present subscription for another 12 monthly issues.
I
~. "
~~r !Enc1osed is my check or money order for SIS. I understand that I
,/)!,'have the right to cancel my subscription at any time and receive a
full refund for all undelivered issues.
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